JUDGES ARE (NOT?) POLITICIANS: WILLIAMS-YULEE V. THE FLORIDA BAR AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF REDISTRICTING OF JUDICIAL ELECTION DISTRICTS
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In Williams-Yulee v. The Florida Bar, the Supreme Court unexpectedly chose to treat judicial elections differently from other elections because, as Chief Justice Roberts pithily put it, “judges are not politicians.” This represents a retreat not merely from a line of decisions applying the constitutional law of democracy to elected judges wholesale but from a larger jurisprudential project, nearly four decades in the making, that viewed the application of the law of democracy to the elected judiciary as an all-or-nothing proposition. For the first time, context matters when applying constitutional law to judicial elections. I explore the implications of the Williams-Yulee decision in a novel context: the constitutional and federal law applicable to the electoral districts of elected judges. Since the 1970s, federal judges have categorically excluded the state judge districting process from both the “one person one vote” requirement and, despite express Supreme Court instruction to the contrary, much of what remains of the Voting Rights Act. They have done so for sensible reasons: state judicial districts rely on different principles than those applicable to legislative districts. But the all-or-nothing model has left judicial districting systems dangerously exposed to untoward manipulation. Williams-Yulee provides, I argue, the foundations of a new context-specific doctrine that applies the law of democracy to the specific features and characteristics of judicial districting. Doing so would advance the shared project of the courts and the bar of preserving separation of powers and the public perception of judicial integrity.
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INTRODUCTION

What may be true of happy families, L. Tolstoy (“All happy families are alike”), or of roses, G. Stein (“Rose is a rose is a rose is a rose”), does not hold true in elections of every kind. States should not be put to the polar choices of either equating judicial elections to political elections, or else abandoning public participation in the selection of judges altogether. Instead, States should have leeway to “balance the constitutional interests in judicial integrity and free expression within the unique setting of an elected judiciary.”

—Williams-Yulee v. The Florida Bar (Ginsburg, J., concurring) 1

State judicial elections, 2 once quite sleepy affairs, are becoming nasty, brutish, and long. 3 TV ad spending has trebled in the past ten years. 4 With rising spending, vitriolic election advertisements have come to dominate the field, just as they have in elections for other government offices. 5

This trend seems to have played a role in the U.S. Supreme Court’s unexpected decision in the 2014 term to validate the Florida Bar’s ban on the direct solicitation of campaign donations by judicial candidates. 6 Yet the Court could not bring itself to give judges a free

---

3. See generally States: The Judicial Battleground, JUSTICE AT STAKE, http://www.justiceatstake.org/issues/state_court_issues/index.cfm (last visited Nov. 10, 2016) (“Since 2000, elected Supreme Courts have been Ground Zero of an unprecedented money war, in which competing groups have spent tens of millions on negative ads, in an attempt to pack courts with judges friendly to their agendas.”)
5. Id. The report discusses in considerable depth the vitriolic ads on show in the 2011–12 cycle. Spending and negative advertising are strongly correlated, though the precise dynamics of a causal relationship have not yet been rigorously established. See T.W. Farnam, Study: Negative Campaign Ads Much More Frequent, Vicious than in Primaries Past, WASH. POST (Feb. 20, 2012), http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/study-negative-campaign-ads-much-more-frequent-vicious-than-in-primaries-past/2012/02/14/gIQAR7ifPR_story.html (proposing some explanations for a causal relation between campaign spending and negative advertising).
6. In particular, see Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1674 (Ginsberg, J., concurring), which cites many of the above sources.
pass. Instead, by applying a weakened version of strict scrutiny\(^7\) to the challenged regulations but upholding them nonetheless, the Court initiated an entirely new departure for its troubled jurisprudence concerning judicial elections. When Chief Justice Roberts declared for the Court that “judges are not politicians, even if they come to the bench by the way of the ballot,”\(^8\) he was in a sense articulating a new, liminal state into which judges would be placed—as elected officials subject to the constitutional law of democracy only in accordance with the peculiar nature of their office, one distinct from any other elected office.

Such subtlety had not been a feature of the Court’s work in the area of judicial elections. In this paper, I argue the Court was right to move to such an intermediary position as regards judicial elections. Doing so gives the American constitutional order a chance to reconcile what to other democracies seems irreconcilable: the selection of ostensibly neutral judges by partisan elections.

I begin with the premise that—absent surprising developments in the Court’s jurisprudence—such elections will continue to be a major part of the state judicial scene in large part because the public, who must usually approve changes to state constitutions,\(^9\) simply won’t vote to abolish judicial elections wholesale,\(^10\) except under unusual circumstances.\(^11\) Taking the reality of judicial elections as a given, the Court has been faced with the challenge of imagining a constitutional law for judicial elections that can properly reconcile the role of judges as public representatives of a sort with their function as what Alec Stone Sweet calls “triadic dispute resolvers.”\(^12\)

Prior to Williams-Yulee, the Court’s response to this challenge had been an exercise in binary inclusion and exclusion, akin to its treatment of incorporation of the Bill of Rights.\(^13\) In essence, the Court moved doctrine-by-doctrine, deciding whether to apply particular doc-

---

7. Id. at 1665 (majority opinion).
8. Id. at 1662.
11. Id.
trines to the judiciary. Thus, at least until Williams-Yulee, judicial elections were subject to the Court’s free speech jurisprudence in exactly the same way legislative officers were. 14 By contrast, judges were simply excused, in a little-noticed development, from the rules regarding the drawing of election districts. 15

Judicial districting is an especially good place from which to view the consequences of what I’ll call the “binary approach.” It began with the Court excluding judges from the rule that districts must have the same number of people (the “equipopulation rule”) in Wells v. Edwards. 16 Then, the Court some decades later held that judicial districts would be subject to the entirety of the Voting Rights Act (VRA). 17 Yet the “right” position from the perspective of vindicating the underlying purposes of the Court’s jurisprudence seems to sit somewhere between these stark all-or-nothing positions. Thus, the lower courts have gently steered both the racial redistricting and equal-population districting to a much more liminal space, one attentive to the unique problems presented by judicial elections.

By analyzing judicial districting, which is a severely under-analyzed area of elections jurisprudence, we can understand Williams-Yulee in a new light: not simply as a campaign finance decision but rather as the Court’s first acknowledgement of the reality of judicial elections and the complex, nuanced jurisprudence those elections demand. 18 In a way, the justices are turning to the insight they and all law students gained at the end of their Constitutional Law class:

---

16. Id.
18. I approach Williams-Yulee from the perspective of districting, rather than campaign finance, for a few reasons. First, “campaign finance” has become such a loaded and complex subject that it seems to me to obscure, rather than illuminate, the specifically judicial dimension of Williams-Yulee. After all, the broad contours of the arguments for campaign finance in both the legislative and judicial spaces are very similar: both implicate the same desultory “free speech v. corruption” debate that has turned the academic debate on campaign finance into a quagmire. See Samuel Issacharoff, Market Intermediaries in the Post-Buckley World, 89 N.Y.U. L. REV. ONLINE 105, 105 (2014) (“For all the cacophony of the opinions, the questionable reasoning, and the frailty of the fundamental divide between contributions and expenditures, the world Buckley created still provides the blueprint for campaign finance law today.”). The only difference is that the equities of the debate are weighed slightly differently. See Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co., 556 U.S. 868 (2009) (finding the appearance of corruption looms larger in the judicial context).
judges both are and are not politicians, and election law should treat them accordingly.

The paper proceeds as follows. Part I attempts to survey the varieties of judicial districting schemes that exist in the states. Unsurprisingly, these schemes are extremely heterogeneous, especially at the most local level. At the state supreme court level, only seven states have districting schemes, and of that number only a few seem to violate equipopulation norms egregiously. It is these few states that best illustrate the promise and the danger of judicial districting reform.

Part II considers the one-person-one-vote rule (hereafter the “equipopulation” rule) as applied to judicial districting. This rule is our first illustration of the “binary” nature of the court’s democracy jurisprudence—elected entities are either subject to a fairly strict equipopulation norm, or they are wholly exempt from it. A fairly in-depth analysis of *Wells v. Edwards* follows this discussion. In *Wells*, the Supreme Court exempted judicial districts from equipopulation but did so without discussion or analysis. The Court’s silence, I argue, is instructive—the decision was indefensible in principle but the Court’s only hope of maintaining a sensible jurisprudence in practice once one accepted the binary nature of its election jurisprudence. I conclude the part by examining the underlying rationales for this exemption and

---

Districting, by contrast, allows for the drawing of much cleaner lines between legislatures and judiciaries. It reveals, unencumbered by campaign finance specifics, the dilemma elected judges routinely present to the Court. Unlike legislative districts, local judicial districts must be drawn with sensitivity to caseload and prosaic administrative concerns. One size, and thus one-person-one-vote, will not necessarily fit all. And so the invitation to disapply one-person-one-vote was compelling at the time the Court turned to consider it. Yet there are many cases where, as we shall see, one-person-one-vote ought to apply to judicial districts, in particular to protect the separation of powers. An on-off doctrine simply won’t do.

Second, there is a growing feeling the campaign finance debate in academia has foundered in an interminable debate on fundamentally irreconcilable positions on the nature of free speech. In this context, we should grasp any invitations we can to break out of the reductive paradigms of “Citizens United Bad” and “Free Speech Good!” In this paper, I propose seeing Williams-Yulee as a signal that the Court is coming to change how it thinks about the law of democracy—namely, that it is tuning its doctrines to be more attentive to the specific institutions to which the law of democracy will apply. This is a promising beginning, and districting further suggests a viable next step for this jurisprudential strategy.

Third, there has not been a comprehensive survey of the constitutional and federal statutory law of judicial election district-drawing since the 1980s. The time is ripe for a review, especially as it appears that issues in judicial elections—whether campaign finance rules, as in Williams-Yulee, or ethics rules, as in the landmark *Caperton* case—have recaptured the Court’s attention.

Part III turns to the VRA, and in particular, Section 2 of the Act. I show that despite express instructions to the contrary (in the paired cases of *Chisom v. Roemer* and *Houston Lawyers’ Ass’n v. Attorney General of Texas*), Section 2 actions against judicial districts have been almost uniformly unsuccessful—even accounting for the challenge plaintiffs always face in establishing a colorable claim under the VRA. As the Eleventh Circuit noted, the same prudential considerations that weighed in favor of exempting judges from equipopulation have led to simple disapplication of the VRA to judicial districts. *Williams-Yulee*, I argue, opens the door for lower courts to craft judiciary-specific remedies to Section 2 violations derived from judicial districting.

Part IV considers attacks against judicial districts under state and federal law unrelated to equipopulation or the VRA—in particular, challenges to judicial district-drawing on the grounds of constitutionally impermissible partisan gerrymandering. Like most challenges to partisan gerrymandering, challenges to gerrymandered judicial districts have been almost uniformly unsuccessful. But, at the risk of overstating matters, judicial districting challenges have been the least unsuccessful of the lot. Considering those few victories, resting much like *Williams-Yulee* on a sophisticated understanding of those things that make elected judiciaries special, helps flesh out the more nuanced democracy jurisprudence in *Williams-Yulee*.

Finally, in Part V, I turn to three proposals for reform. First, I argue that in the wake of *Williams-Yulee*, there remain no legal or administrative obstacles to implementing an equipopulation rule for state supreme courts divided by district. Second, I suggest a small modification to VRA districting jurisprudence: permitting, and indeed endorsing, alternative voting mechanisms as a permissible remedy to
racially-biased judicial district lines when subdistricting is foreclosed by the special considerations of judicial elections. I show that this doctrinal move is a modest yet effective correction to the particular pathologies of judicial districts and racial discrimination claims. Third, I close with best practice observations from the states themselves, since as with all matters of state law the surest and most effective remedy is best realized at state level—if state governments can be appropriately persuaded.

I. THE PRESENT STATE OF JUDICIAL DISTRICTING

State judicial districts were introduced during the populist wave of the 1840s that created the judicial election. Electing judges by district was intended to further free judges from the influence of statewide elected officials and make them more accountable to local publics.24 At both the federal25 and state level, judicial districts are almost always defined in terms of state counties,26 as were almost all legislative districts until the Supreme Court intervened. For this reason, few judicial district maps—with the possible exception of Louisiana—resemble the “contribution[s] to modern art” found in legislative maps.27

A. State Supreme Courts

Of the thirty-eight states that popularly elect or retain their supreme court justices, only Illinois, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Nebraska elect or retain state supreme court justices

24. See Jed Handelsman Shugerman, Economic Crisis and the Rise of Judicial Elections and Judicial Review, 123 HARV. L. REV. 1061, 1138 (2010). It was also the case, of course, that the country was far more sparsely populated in the 1830s, making non-districted elections impractical in more rural states.


26. Louisiana and Nebraska are the two prominent exceptions to this rule at least as regards supreme courts; while the predominant apportionment scheme even in these states tracks counties, litigation in the case of Louisiana and a state equipopulation rule in Nebraska has led to line-drawing on the basis of precincts. See LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 13:101(1999) (describing districts); NEB. REV. STAT. § 24-201.02(2) (2011) (citing maps attached by reference to 2011 Nebraska Laws L.B. 699).

27. Frederick K. Lowell & Teresa A. Craigie, California’s Reapportionment Struggle: A Classic Clash Between Law and Politics, 2 J.L. & POL. 245, 246 (1985) (attributing this phrase to Rep. Phil Burton of California while describing his legislative districting scheme designed to safeguard Democratic incumbents). Louisiana, as we will see, has a torrid history of judicial districting leading to odd, court-mandated results.
from particular districts within the state rather than state-wide. Maryland and South Dakota are special cases: their justices are appointed from a particular district but subject to retention elections on a state-wide basis. The table below summarizes the basic features of these districted state supreme courts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Js per district</th>
<th>Basis of District</th>
<th>J Selection Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>County</td>
<td>Non-partisan election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Special J Districts</td>
<td>Partisan election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>County</td>
<td>Missouri Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>County</td>
<td>Missouri Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Dakota</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>County</td>
<td>Missouri Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>County</td>
<td>Non-partisan election</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>6 (+ CJ elected statewide)</td>
<td>Special J Districts</td>
<td>Missouri Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>from Cook County + 1x4 other districts</td>
<td>County</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. State Lower Courts

The picture is much more varied below the supreme court level. While division of judicial districts on a county basis with infrequent and sporadic adjustment is the norm, states have widely varying rules for local judicial districting. The largest states are a representative sampling of judicial redistricting practices:

Florida’s legislature is constitutionally obliged to follow county lines in redistricting appellate and trial court districts. However, appellate redistricting has not occurred since 1979, while trial court redistricting has been sporadic (most recently in 1994, 2008, and 2014) but, it appears, non-partisan.

28. See generally Nat’l Ctr. for St. Cts., supra note 2 (describing the district number, district basis, and method of judicial selection for all fifty states).
29. This is presumably to represent that district’s interests in the collective deliberations of the state apex court.
30. See generally Nat’l Ctr. for St. Cts., supra note 2 (describing the district number, district basis, and method of judicial selection for all fifty states).
California’s constitution empowers the legislature to draw appellate court districts without any restrictions, but the appellate districting statute simply groups counties, while the constitution guarantees one superior (trial) court district in each county. County boundary changes require county government consent; such consent is also needed for a trial judge to serve two counties.

Texas apportions both its intermediate Courts of Appeal and the trial district courts by law without constitutional guidance but aligns all appellate court districts with county boundaries and has not changed appellate districts since 2005. At the district level, a Judicial Districts Board, comprised mostly of judges, redistricts local courts if the legislature fails to do so within three years of the census. The legislature has declared its policy is to ensure that interdistrict “judicial burdens . . . are as nearly equal as possible,” and adjusted districts in 2011.

Illinois partially constitutionalizes its Supreme Court districts, incorporating a modified equipopulation rule. It empowers the Supreme Court to determine appellate district boundaries and judges per appellate district by rule but gives the legislature the power to define trial court districts outside of Cook County. The legislature has defined local courts entirely in county terms. The legislature has recently reapportioned the circuits, though it is unclear whether population changes motivated the reapportionment.

---

35. See Cal. Const. art. VI, § 3.
38. In fact, consolidation and formation of a county require a local referendum, while county abolition requires a two-thirds majority in such a referendum. Mere boundary changes require only county governing body consent. See Cal. Const. art. XI, § 1.
42. These include the Chief Justice of Texas, the presiding judge of the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals, the presiding judge of each of the administrative judicial districts of the state, and the president of the Texas Judicial Council. Tex. Const. art. V, § 7a.
43. Tex. Const. art. V, § 7a.
46. Ill. Const. art. VI, § 2. For a discussion of the Illinois Supreme Court districts, see supra Part II.C.2.
47. Ill. Const. art. VI, § 5.
49. 705 Ill. Comp. Stat. 35/1 (West 2014).
C. Why Judicial Districting Matters: Present and Future

As the above discussion hopefully makes clear, one of the reasons state supreme court judicial districts lack the robust federal statutory and constitutional rules applicable to legislative districts is that there has been little occasion to demand them. States with districted supreme courts are home to only twelve percent of the U.S. population, and several have state constitutional law that prevents some kinds of especially egregious political or racial manipulation of districts (by requiring equipopulation, supermajority votes for districting decisions, or judicial participation in redistricting, and so on).

Nonetheless, there are two reasons to be worried about state judiciary’s exemptions from the law of democracy, notwithstanding the limited scope of judicial districting at the state supreme court level. First, of course, inequitable districting can have a disproportionate impact on vulnerable groups, whether defined by race, geography, or other salient characteristics. In this regard, any use of districts has the potential to raise the concern of minority exclusion present throughout the voting rights case law.

Second, and perhaps more importantly, dangerous districting practices can spread. The almost total absence of constitutional safeguards on the drawing of judicial districts gives unscrupulous states the opportunity to create “flight[s] of cartographic fancy” that ensure control of their state’s judicial system passes into the hands of a small clique of state legislators.

All of this may not have mattered much in even the recent past, when judicial elections were low-visibility and lacked a terribly po-


52. See supra Part II.D.


55. In those states without independent commissions, control of redistricting is itself usually vested in a very small group of legislators. See generally Redistricting by State, Rose Inst., http://roseinstitute.org/redistricting/redistricting-by-state/ (last visited Nov. 10, 2015) (surveying the redistricting process in each state). Of course, a true “rotten borough” where the district contains only a few voters nonetheless selecting a state supreme court justice—an arrangement entirely permissible under the present Constitutional doctrine—could accomplish this result formally.
larized partisan dimension. But that era is over; judicial elections have become a focus of partisan strife. It is in the nature of partisans to exploit deficient electoral mechanisms. Such exploitation would not merely make judicial races more salient and heated. Many of the most critical election challenges begin in state court. Without any equipopulation rule or functioning racial discrimination rule, a legislature could district a state supreme court to be under the permanent control of one party or even one powerful state legislator—until, of course, the next redistricting.

Pressure to do so will likely increase as judicial elections become more expensive. The spread of regular, publicized, and partisan judicial redistricting at a local level could well inspire efforts to extend partisan control via districts to more state supreme courts beyond the


58. To cite just one example, consider the rapid spread of voter identification laws after their endorsement by the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC). See Samuel Issacharoff, Ballot Bedlam, 64 Duke L.J. 1364 (2015) (describing this phenomenon); see also Keith Bentele & Erin O’Brien, Jim Crow 2.0? Why States Consider and Adopt Restrictive Voter Access Policies, 11 Persp. on Pol. 1088, 1098 (2013) (offering an empirical analysis of rationales for the adoption of voter ID laws); cf. Burt Neuborne, Felix Frankfurter’s Revenge: An Accidental Democracy Built by Judges, 35 N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change 602, 631 (2011) (“An unintended byproduct of the reapportionment cases was the full-scale redrawing of all legislative lines every ten years to keep pace with the decennial census. Politicians lost no time in exploiting such an opportunity for self-protection and partisan advantage.”).

59. See Andrew Blotky & Billy Corriher, State and Federal Courts: The Last Stand in Voting Rights, Ctr. for Am. Progress (June 25, 2013), http://www.americanprogress.org/issues/civil-liberties/report/2013/06/25/67905/state-and-federal-courts-the-last-stand-in-voting-rights/ (“[I]n many of the states where legislators are working hardest to restrict the right to vote, the state Republican Parties have also spent millions of dollars to make sure conservative judges control their high courts. Many of these states are considered ‘swing states’ in federal elections but have legislatures that are firmly controlled by Republican legislators. The state Republican Parties have spent heavily on judicial races in these states to ensure that the judiciary does not stand in the way of advancing their agenda.”).

60. Eliminating the possibility of real contestation for a supreme court’s majority would doubtless save a considerable amount of party (and party supporters’) money, which might be more usefully redirected. See Bannon & Reagan, supra note 4 (discussing the role of party spending in judicial elections); cf. Williams-Yulee v. Fla. Bar, 135 S. Ct. 1656, 1675 (2015) (Ginsburg, J., concurring) (describing the increasing role of spending and partisanship in judicial elections).
existing seven.61 While partisan gerrymandering is distressingly common in legislative politics,62 there remains an underexplored history of racial gerrymanders of judicial districts.63 And, as state legislatures and judiciaries are increasingly drawn into ugly conflict,64 the realization by state legislatures that they can control the complexion of their judiciaries absolutely—creating judicial districts that resemble Old Sarum where a judgeship is quite literally and legally in the control of a single person or family65—surely will not bode well for the independence of state judiciaries. Popular accountability would decline too; judges in non-equipopulous or racially polarized districts will likely never eat that “hearty helping of humble pie” they can be served “from a severe reduction of their great remove from the (ugh!) People.”66

Racially segregated and non-equipopulous judicial districting can do still more damage to public policy than the democratic and partisan harms that come immediately to mind. A judicial district often carries with it the personal jurisdiction and venue rules of a local court.67 The

---


65. Old Sarum was a deserted English village that, owing to the absence of either an equipopulation requirement or regular census, elected two Members of Parliament. This occurred despite having no residents from around the 1400s until the constituency was abolished by the Great Reform Act of 1832. It was the quintessential “rotten borough,” in part because it has such a wonderful name. See Stephen Farrell, *Old Sarum*, Hist. of Parliament, http://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1820-1832/constituencies/old-sarum (last visited Nov. 10, 2016).


67. See, e.g., Ala. Const. art. VI, § 143 (holding district court personal jurisdiction is limited to a defined district). See generally Thomson Reuters, *Depositions and Interrogatories, in 50 State Statutory Surveys: Civil Laws: Civil Procedure*
famous Chicago “earmuff” district\(^68\) bridged two geographic areas with a thin strip (thus creating an “earmuff” shape) that was, in point of fact, the highway median. On a nationwide scale, this is an accident waiting to happen.

Given the prudential considerations about the role of the judge underlying the drawing of judicial districts and the relaxation of First Amendment strictures on judicial campaign finance,\(^69\) it is reasonable to argue for some constitutional limits on state discretion to manipulate judicial district lines. After all, “public perception of judicial integrity is a state interest of the highest order.”\(^70\) It is difficult to argue that judicial legitimacy is enhanced under a democratic system in which judges themselves—or their allies in the legislature—can choose their voters. However bad constitutionally-regulated district lines may be, they are unlikely to be worse than lines drawn by politicians unconstrained by any rules at all.

II.
EQUIPOPULATION IN JUDICIAL DISTRICTS

A. Overview of U.S. Supreme Court Equipopulation Jurisprudence

Having found legislative malapportionment justiciable under the Fourteenth Amendment in \textit{Baker v. Carr},\(^71\) the Supreme Court held in \textit{Reynolds v. Sims} that state legislatures, as the “fountainhead of representative government,” were a method of “self-government” which the constitution required to be organized such that “each citizen have an equally effective voice in the election of [state legislators].”\(^72\)

This led the Court to conclude that the “overriding objective [in apportionment] must be substantial equality of population among the various districts” subject only to “divergences . . . based on legitimate considerations incident to the effectuation of a rational state policy.”\(^73\)

\(^{68}\) This is a map for the Illinois Fourth Congressional District generated in the 2011 round of Illinois Congressional redistricting. 2011 Adopted Maps, IL. REDISTRICTING COMMISSION (Jul. 7, 2014), http://www.ilhousedems.com/redistricting/?page\_id=554.

\(^{69}\) But see 1 Nichols Ill. Civ. Prac. § 6:31 (noting circuit courts in Illinois can hear any matter anywhere in the state and personal jurisdiction fairness issues are handled by \textit{forum non conveniens} doctrine).

\(^{70}\) Id. at 1666 (quotations omitted).

\(^{71}\) 369 U.S. 186 (1962) (finding that redistricting issues present justiciable questions).


\(^{73}\) Id. at 579.
A companion case, *Wesbury v. Sanders*\(^74\) interpreted Article 1, Section 2 of the U.S. Constitution\(^75\) to apply a similar equipopulation rule to House of Representatives districts. While *Reynolds* contemplated exceptions to equipopulation on the basis of “rational state policy,” the Court has come to hold that the strictness of the equipopulation requirement depends almost entirely on the type of body to be elected.\(^76\) Accordingly, there are essentially three tiers of bodies subject to equipopulation:

1. Congressional districts, which are permitted almost no deviation from equipopulation;\(^77\)
2. State legislatures and bodies performing “general governmental functions,” which may be slightly malapportioned, usually with less than ten percent population deviation from the ideal,\(^78\) if the malapportionment is justified by a “rational state policy;” and,
3. Unelected bodies,\(^79\) or bodies not performing “general governmental functions,” which need not have equipopulous districts at all.

\(^74\) 376 U.S. 1 (1964).
\(^75\) Providing that “the House of Representatives shall be composed of Members chosen every second Year by the people of the several States” U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 1 (emphasis added).
\(^76\) There is some complexity implicit in how deviations from equality are calculated. See, e.g., *Burns v. Richardson*, 384 U.S. 73 (1966) (discussing the constitutional implications of calculation schemes while upholding a districting plan based on registered voters rather than residents). The same is true regarding precisely who is counted in the population. See, e.g., *Borough of Bethel Park v. Stans*, 449 F.2d 575 (3d Cir. 1971) (considering a dispute over whether to count prisoners, for apportionment purposes, at their prison residence or former residence).
\(^77\) See *Karcher v. Daggett*, 462 U.S. 725 (1983) (rejecting a Congressional apportionment plan with a deviation of 0.6984% from the ideal because another viable plan was presented with a deviation of 0.4514% from the ideal); *Kirkpatrick v. Preisler*, 394 U.S. 526 (1969) (despite “a State’s preference for pleasingly shaped [Congressional] districts” districts up to 3.13% above and 2.84% below the ideal mathematical distribution of population per district were too malapportioned).
\(^78\) Deviations of less than ten percent have “long been held presumptively valid.” *Samuel Issacharoff et al., The Law of Democracy* 157 (4th ed., 2012). But see *Cox v. Larios*, 542 U.S. 947, 949–50 (2004) (Stevens, J., concurring) (citations omitted) (using the equipopulation rule to ferret out impermissible redistricting motives: “appellant invites us to weaken the one-person, one-vote standard by creating a safe harbor for population deviations of less than ten percent, within which districting decisions could be made for any reason whatsoever. The Court properly rejects that invitation”).
\(^79\) See *Sailors v. Bd. of Educ. of Kent Cty.*, 387 U.S. 105 (1967) (clarifying that the equipopulation principle was linked to the use of elections, not appointed bodies divided by district).
The “rational state policy test” the Court uses to determine the unconstitutionality of malapportionment is slippery; it has come to be used as a proxy to attack especially egregious partisan gerrymandering. The Court has approved malapportioned districts with disparities of 16.4%, while noting this deviation “approaches tolerable limits,” solely on a showing that the deviation allowed districts to be somewhat contiguous with county boundaries and without any strong evidence that the deviation came from improper motives. Contrariwise, districting plans with less than a ten percent deviation from the ideal have been thrown out for being “blatantly partisan and discriminatory.” There are also procedural wrinkles: the Court accepted a high-deviation plan when the harm demonstrated applied only to one district rather than to the whole scheme. This point is significant, as we shall see, when considering single-judge districts.

Setting aside these fine distinctions once equipopulation is applied, however, the equipopulation requirement is emphatically an “on/off” doctrine. A body is elected or it is not. If it is elected, and it performs “general governmental functions,” it is subject to the equipopulation rule. If it isn’t elected, or it does not perform those functions, it isn’t subject to the equipopulation rule.

This binary approach leads to odd results. Water control, reclamation, and irrigation districts; a ditch association; and business

---

80. See Issacharoff et al., supra note 78, at 182–83 (“Paradoxically, strict adherence to the equipopulation principle has reemerged as a potential constraint of gerrymandering.”).  
84. A non-elected body is essentially exempt from equipopulation. For example, a rule that appointees to a board or a court include an equal number of residents of unequally populated counties would be constitutional. See Sailors v. Bd. of Educ., 387 U.S. 105 (1967).  
85. See Avery v. Midland Cty., 390 U.S. 474, 484–85 (1968) (“We hold today only that the Constitution permits no substantial variation from equal population in drawing districts for units of local government having general governmental powers over the entire geographic area served by the body.”); see also Hadley v. Junior Coll. Dist., 397 U.S. 50, 56 (1970) (“As a general rule, whenever a state or local government decides to select persons by popular election to perform governmental functions, the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires [equipopulation].”) (emphasis added).  
improvement districts\textsuperscript{88} have been held to be single-purpose bodies that could establish malapportioned districts or restrict the franchise to a particular subset of the population.\textsuperscript{89} But a county commissioner’s court,\textsuperscript{90} the governing board of a community college system,\textsuperscript{91} a local school council,\textsuperscript{92} a sanitation district,\textsuperscript{93} and a water pollution abatement and public transport body\textsuperscript{94} were each held to require equipopulous districting as a “general governmental body” despite appearing just as single-purpose as the entities exempted from equipopulation.\textsuperscript{95}

The single-purpose bodies exempt from equipopulation seem to be distinguished by one of two factors: either the body does not have a significant effect on the whole body politic or the persons given disproportionate voting power are individuals who both contribute disproportionately to the entity and are disproportionately harmed by the entity’s decisions.\textsuperscript{96}


89. There is a distinction in the districting jurisprudence between a “special purpose body” which can establish malapportioned districts in which all electors in that district can vote and a “special purpose district” in which the franchise is restricted, usually to landowners with special interests in the matters controlled by the elected body. See, e.g., Lane v. Town of Oyster Bay, 603 N.Y.S.2d 53 (App. Div. 1993) (holding state can limit vote on extension of sanitation collection district to freeholders). In the judicial election context, there are no cases I could find in which a body found to be “judicial” was elected by anything other than “universal” suffrage. This is due, I suspect, to entrenched universal enfranchisement rules established in almost all state constitutions. See generally Joshua Douglas, The Right to Vote Under State Constitutions, 67 VAND. L. REV. 89 (2014) (collecting cases). Accordingly, it is presently the case that judicial districts fall uniformly into the “special purpose body” exception to equipopulation and not the “special purpose district” exception.


92. Contrast Pittman v. Chi. Bd. of Educ., 64 F.3d 1098 (7th Cir. 1995), cert. denied 517 U.S. 1243 (1996) (holding that local school boards were so specialized and local as to not exercise “general governmental functions”) with Fumarolo v. Chi. Bd. Of Educ., 566 N.E.2d 1283 (Ill. 1990) (finding that the Chicago local school boards in fact exercised a “general governmental function” that “affected the whole community”).


95. The Supreme Court has seldom stepped into this field, and so some of the variation might be attributable to the idiosyncrasies of particular state courts.

96. See, e.g., Ball v. James, 451 U.S. 355 (1981) (concerning matter in which the preferred voters—essentially farmers—had a major stake in the actions of the water reclamation district).
But, as can be seen above, this jurisprudence has descended into incoherence: it is very hard to see how a sanitation district is a general governmental body but a water treatment district is not. The incoherence is deeper still when we consider what ought to be the ultimate “general governance body”—a court of general jurisdiction.

B. Wells v. Edwards: Judicial Districts Need Not Be Equipopulous

Although exceptions to equipopulation are normally confined to the narrow ‘governmental functions’ exception, the United States Supreme Court has held, essentially without explanation, that judicial districts are categorically exempt from equipopulation.

The first articulation of this holding was Wells v. Edwards, a 1973 summary affirmance, without opinion, of a Louisiana three-judge district court’s challenge to the malapportionment of Louisiana Supreme Court districts.97 While Wells is a summary affirmance made before 1988, which limits its precedential value98 and does not commit the Court to the reasoning of the opinion below,99 the Court reiterated the holding that equipopulation is inapplicable to judicial districts in a subsequent case, Chisom v. Roemer, which is discussed in more detail in Part III, below.100

The Wells case arose from a challenge to the districting scheme for Louisiana Supreme Court Justices.101 The Louisiana court was comprised of seven justices: two elected at-large from the New Orleans area and one each from five other districts covering the rest of the state. The districts were defined in terms of counties (“parishes”). Over time, the districts developed gross population disparities; on an equipopulous basis, New Orleans was entitled to far more justices than

98. Before 1988, the Supreme Court had mandatory appellate jurisdiction over decisions rendered by three-judge courts and was therefore accustomed to disposing of these cases with relative brevity. See 16B Charles Alan Wright & Arthur Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure § 4003 (3d ed. 2012) (holding summary affirmance made prior to the 1988 abolition of mandatory appeals jurisdiction is binding precedent only as regards “the precise issues presented and necessarily decided”).
99. See generally Mandel v. Bradley, 432 U.S. 173, 176 (1977) (per curiam) (explaining that when the Court issues a summary affirmance, it “affirm[s] the judgment but not necessarily the reasoning by which it was reached” (quoting Fusari v. Steinberg, 419 U.S. 379, 391 (1975) (Burger, C.J., concurring))).
100. 501 U.S. 380, 402 (1991) (“[W]e have held the one-person, one-vote rule inapplicable to judicial election. . . . The holding in Wells rejected a constitutional challenge based on the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.”) Chisom—discussed in greater depth below—ironically concerned the same Louisiana districts as Wells, this time attacked under Section 2 of the VRA.
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its constitutionally-mandated two.\textsuperscript{102} Ms. Wells was a resident of New Orleans and challenged this under-allocation. While conceding these disparities, the three-judge panel dismissed her claim on the grounds that the judiciary \textit{as a whole} was exempt from the \textit{Baker} and \textit{Reynolds} equipopulation doctrine.

The Louisiana panel primarily drew on the “general governmental functions” exception established in \textit{Hadley}. But where \textit{Hadley} and its progeny concerned whether the governmental function was sufficiently “general,” the \textit{Wells} panel parsed the words “governmental function” themselves:

In \textit{Hadley}, as in every other case that we can find dealing with the question of apportionment, the “governmental functions” involved related to such things as making laws, levying and collecting taxes, issuing bonds, hiring and firing personnel, making contracts, collecting fees, operating schools, and generally managing and governing people. In other words, apportionment cases have always dealt with elected officials who performed legislative or executive type duties, and in no case has the one-man, one-vote principle been extended to the judiciary.\textsuperscript{103}

The panel went beyond \textit{Hadley}, however, to reject the notion that judicial elections should be included in the same jurisprudential category as legislative and executive elections:

The primary purpose of one-man, one-vote apportionment is to make sure that each official member of an elected body speaks for approximately the same number of constituents. But as stated in \textit{Buchanan v. Rhodes},\textsuperscript{104} “Judges do not represent people, they serve people.” Thus, the rationale behind the one-man, one-vote principle, which evolved out of efforts to preserve a truly representative form of government, is simply not relevant to the makeup of the judiciary.”\textsuperscript{105}

As the Louisiana panel noted, it was in good company: every lower court to consider the question up to that point had held that equipopulation did not apply to judicial districts.\textsuperscript{106} Moreover, since

\begin{itemize}
\item 104. 249 F. Supp. 860, 865 (N.D. Ohio 1966).
\item 105. Wells, 347 F. Supp. at 455.
\end{itemize}
Wells, every lower court to discuss whether judicial districts must be equipopulous has characterized Wells as establishing that equipopulation does not apply to judicial districts and largely followed it without comment.107

C. Explaining Wells: “Representativeness” and Administration

It is hard to disagree with Justice White’s dissent to Wells—joined by Justices Douglas and Marshall108—that the District Court’s legal reasoning, on which the Court appeared to rely, was shaky at best:

The District Court in this case seized upon the phrase “persons . . . to perform governmental functions,” and concluded that such persons were limited to “officials who performed legislative or executive type duties.” . . . I find no such limiting import in the phrase. Judges are not private citizens who are sought out by litigious neighbors to pass upon their disputes. They are state officials, vested with state powers and elected (or appointed) to carry out the state government’s judicial functions. As such, they most certainly “perform governmental functions.”109

The few authors to have written on Wells have come to largely the same conclusion: whatever the merits of judicial district equipopulation, the District Court’s “representation” rationale, one the dissenters assumed the Court relied upon,110 was “wrongheaded.”111 After all,

---


109. Id.

110. See Pamela S. Karlan, Electing Judges, Judging Elections, and the Lessons of Caperton, 123 Harv. L. Rev. 80, 83 (2009) (“Justice White’s dissent assumed that the Court’s ruling rested on its agreement with the lower court’s statement that judges ‘are not representatives in the same sense as are legislators or the executive’ because ‘[t]heir function is to administer the law, not to espouse the cause of a particular constituency.’”).

111. Wendy R. Weiser, Regulating Judges’ Political Activity After White, 68 Alabama L. Rev. 651, 697 n.226 (2005). Authors that have likewise rejected Wells include Sherri A. Ifill, Judging the Judges: Racial Diversity, Impartiality and Representation on State Trial Courts, 39 B.C. L. Rev. 95, 133 (1997) (arguing the Court failed to address inconsistencies between the District Court’s holding and its past ruling) and Larry W. Yackle, Choosing Judges the Democratic Way, 69 B.U. L. Rev. 273, 297
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the Court has long recognized that state courts make “law” just as state legislatures do;112 there can be few governmental functions more general than those performed by a court of “general jurisdiction.”

Yet this presents a puzzle, one articulated with some exasperation by the Wells dissenters: if Wells is so obviously inconsistent with past Court precedent113 (and, as we will see, has been further undermined by subsequent cases), why, over the spirited dissent of three Justices, did the Court deem equipopulation so obviously inapplicable that it did not even bother to issue a full opinion? And why has almost114 every court to have subsequently considered Wells, including the Supreme Court itself, followed it without question or further complaint?

There are two generally accepted explanations. First, when considering equipopulation and state supreme courts, as Pamela Karlan and Sherrilyn Ifill have argued, courts continue to reject the role of judges as “representatives” in the same sense as other elected officials.115 On this view, judges see themselves as “administering the law” rather than espousing the “cause of a particular political constituency.”116 In an oft-cited passage, another District Court panel, rejecting equipopulous judicial districting, declared “judges do not represent people, they serve people.”117 As the Supreme Court put it

n.87 (1989) (observing Wells was “unfortunate” for while “[i]t is true that judges do not represent constituents in the familiar, legislative sense . . . there is no self-evident explanation for weighting some voters’ preferences more than others in a system in which government chooses to employ elections for judicial selection”).

112. See Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 78 (1938) (“[T]he Constitution of the United States . . . recognizes and preserves the autonomy and independence of the States—independence in their legislative and independence in their judicial departments.”).

113. Indeed, later that year, in Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U.S. 634, 647 (1973), while striking down a New York statute barring nonresident aliens from civil service jobs, the Court declared that “persons holding state elective . . . judicial positions . . . perform functions that go to the heart of representative government.”

114. The solitary exception to the uniform wall of approval for Wells can be found in Voter Information Project, Inc. v. City of Baton Rouge, 612 F.2d 208, 211 (5th Cir. 1980), where the Court felt “excellent arguments” had been made for equipopulation, while noting it was bound by the Supreme Court’s determination in Wells.

115. Karlan, supra note 110, at 83 (“[Justice White suggests] the Court’s ruling rested on its agreement with the lower court’s statement that judges ‘are not representatives in the same sense as are legislators or the executive’ because ‘[t]heir function is to administer the law, not to espouse the cause of a particular constituency.’”); Ifill, supra note 111, at 133 (“The Supreme Court has also described the representative function of state judges by emphasizing that judges are not representatives in the same way as legislators.”).


in Williams-Yulee, albeit in the context of campaign contributions, “Judges are not politicians, even when they come to the bench by way of the ballot. And a State’s decision to elect its judiciary does not compel it to treat judicial candidates like campaigners for political office.”

The principle of the “legislature as the fountainhead of representative government,” which sits at the root of Baker v. Carr and its progeny, seems inapplicable to officials who are, despite being elected, conceived as functionaries following the law established by the political branches. Indeed, the general conclusion that judges are not “representative,” in the sense of directly giving voice to the popular will, is at the bedrock of American conceptions of the judicial role.

Second, companion decisions to Wells relating to district courts identified additional salient considerations that cut against equipopulous districting for local judges: geography and caseload. The case is best put by Buchanan v. Rhodes, cited in the lower court’s opinion in Wells:

Judges do not represent people, they serve people. They must, therefore, be conveniently located to those people whom they serve. Location, then, is one of many significant factors which the legislature may properly consider when carrying out its constitutional mandate to create an effective judicial system. The State constitutional provision requiring one judge per county bears a reasonable relation to the State’s aim: a conveniently effective judicial system; the efforts heretofore by the legislature to increase the number of jurists in populous counties reflect no departure from reason.

Notice the Court’s choice of words which invoke, without citation, the “reasonable relation” exception to equipopulation announced in Reynolds. Similarly, the court in Stokes v. Fortson argued:

[There is no way to harmonize selection of these officials on a pure population standard with the diversity in type and number of cases which will arise in various localities, or with the varying abil-

119. See The Federalist No. 78, at 489 (Alexander Hamilton) (Henry Cabot Lodge ed., 1891) (attacking directly elected judges for having “too great a disposition to consult popularity” rather than “nothing . . . but the Constitution and the laws”). See also Williams-Yulee, 135 S. Ct. at 1666 (citing Hamilton, supra).
120. See The Federalist No. 78 (Alexander Hamilton).
ities of judges and prosecutors to dispatch the business of the courts. An effort to apply a population standard to the judiciary would, in the end, fall of its own weight.  

As a practical matter, as applied to local courts, this reservation is intuitively appealing. Local judges, like other local officials, must be local to be useful. Accordingly, tiny and under-populated districts may still require a local court, while a busy urban courthouse may, thanks to efficiencies of scale, not require a number of judges in proportion to the serviced population.

But underlying both of these explanations is a basic assumption: that the law of democracy can be applied to judicial elections either wholesale or not at all. In none of these opinions is there the sophistication of Chief Justice Roberts’ opinion in *Williams-Yulee*, which seeks out an intermediate position where judicial elections are subject to an element of the law of democracy (First Amendment campaign finance jurisprudence) but not to the same degree as a legislative election. If a *Williams-Yulee* approach were to be applied in the judicial districting context, we perhaps may have seen an equipopulation element be applied, but colored by the unique characteristics of judicial elections. As it was, courts saw themselves as either applying the rules wholesale or not at all, and chose what they perceived to be the most prudent option.

As might be expected, many Fourteenth Amendment suits demanding judicial equipopulation, as well as VRA suits demanding the redrawing of judicial districts using race as a factor, have fallen afoul of this absolutism. Even cases recognizing a due process interest

---


under a state constitution in relatively equipopulous districts allowed additional considerations, especially caseload, to simply override population in the abstract, without scrutinizing or weighing the factors against each other.128

As I will address in Part V, caseload and geography concerns lose considerable force as soon as the courts in question are multi-member apex state courts. But assuming that a trial judge sits alone and is elected from the same geographic region over which it has jurisdiction,129 there are few viable equal protection arguments for absolutely equipopulous districting that draw on the principles of Reynolds and its progeny. This is so even if the courts were to concede that a judge was a “representative” under the Reynolds case-line.130

In this context, we can analogize the local trial judge to the local executive official: New York City (population 8,550,405)131 and Sherrill, New York (population 3,066)132 each have one mayor. But there is no viable “vote dilution” or “differential power” argument that would find the New York City mayoralty unconstitutional and demand its replacement by 2,789 mini-mayors for jurisdictions carved out of the city so as to ensure the voters of New York City were “equal” with the voters of Sherrill. In both cases, voters of a certain area have an equal opportunity to elect the official with jurisdiction over that area.133

---


129. Litigation based on judges elected from a different region over which they preside is rare. The few cases I could find that consider the issue were unsuccessful. See Kuhn v. Miller, 194 F.3d 1312 (6th Cir. 1999) (rejecting “smaller judicial district elected judge over larger area” argument). But see Republican Party of N.C. v. Martin, 980 F.2d 943, 953 (4th Cir. 1992) (accepting the argument in the context of a Bandemer claim (see Part V, below)).

130. Of course, per Wells, determining that judges are not “representatives” is sufficient if not necessary to exclude trial courts, along with supreme courts, from equipopulation.


133. Cf. Butts v. New York, 779 F.2d 141, 148 (2d Cir. 1985) (“We cannot, however, take the concept of a class’s impaired opportunity for equal representation and uncritically transfer it from the context of elections for multi-member bodies to that of
Accordingly, most suits attacking unequal trial court districts (that do not bring up claims of racial voting dilution, which I address in Part III below) rest on a secondary consequence of unequal districts: under-staffed judicial districts lead to longer trial delays than properly staffed districts.\textsuperscript{134}

The first problem with these suits is a prosaic one: to the extent to which an attack on unequal distribution of trial judges calls for the appointment of more judges or staff in high-caseload districts, the suit would fall afoul of the same procedural and substantive obstacles confronting suits simply seeking more funding for the court system; in short, it is almost impossible for a court to extract from a legislature money the legislature does not wish to spend.\textsuperscript{135}

Second, the “entire claim [for equal resources at the local level] rests on the assumption that there is a federally protected right to have state court judges apportioned among judicial districts and counties in such manner as to prevent any greater delay in the adjudication of cases in one area or political subdivision of the state than another. . . . [T]here [is] a total absence of authority for the existence of any such right.”\textsuperscript{136} Subsequent decisions simply cite Wells itself to reject similar “service-provision” challenges to unequal judicial districts.\textsuperscript{137}

Third, and perhaps most importantly, even if we could articulate a right to equal judicial resources, a service-provision suit whose claim of harm is predicated on unequal disposition of litigation or elections for single-member offices. There can be no equal opportunity for representation within an office filled by one person.”).

134. I refer to these as “service-provision” suits, since the judicial services provided to litigants in some districts are done on less equal terms than services provided to other litigants.


137. See, e.g., Field v. Michigan, 255 F. Supp. 2d 708, 711 (E.D. Mich. 2003) (rejecting challenge to realignment of trial court districts because the issue was settled by \textit{Wells}); Eugster v. State, 171 Wash. 2d 839, 844 (2011) (rejecting equal population challenge to appellate districts under state equal protection clause, which was interpreted to be congruent with the federal equal protection clause and \textit{Wells}).
criminal matters cannot reasonably demand that judges be assigned to districts on a pure population basis or districts drawn on a pure population basis, because population does not predict caseload and thus need for judges in the trial courts.\textsuperscript{138} Thus, there is no reason to suppose the remedy—equipopulation—would be well targeted at the presumed harm.

Of course, local court districts can be—and occasionally are—drawn in a partisan fashion, or so as to be racially discriminatory. They can be structured so as to deprive certain areas of necessary judicial resources while overproviding them in other areas. The irony is that equipopulation \textit{can} be a tool for addressing these disparities: in \textit{Karcher v. Daggett}, for example, the Court struck down a New Jersey redistricting plan because it had a 0.1384\% deviation from the ideal. This is a smaller deviation than the census error rate. But that was hardly the point: the point was to shift the burden to the state to show that its districting plan was not excessively partisan (and this was an insuperable burden since the districting plan was solely the product of partisan politics).\textsuperscript{139} The Court did not require equipopulation so much as use its absence to get at an impermissible motive. But by completely excluding judicial districts from equipopulation, the courts rob themselves of this and any other helpful tool to correct inequitable, partisan, or downright racist judicial districting schemes.

As I will discuss in the next section, in the absence of federal constitutional norms, the states have begun to experiment with a variety of political controls. But adopting the more nuanced view of the law of democracy in \textit{Williams-Yulee}, perhaps using equipopulation as a burden-shifting factor or, in certain contexts, imposing it as a requirement, courts can have their cake and eat it too: applying democratic norms in the admittedly special context of a judicial election.

\textbf{D. Equipopulation Rules under State Constitutional Law}

To their credit, several states have responded to the deficit of federal constitutional law with constitutional responses of their own.\textsuperscript{140} Taking each of the seven states with districted Supreme Courts in turn:

\textsuperscript{138} See generally \textit{infra} Part V, and note 276.
\textsuperscript{139} \textit{Karcher v. Daggett}, 462 U.S. 725 (1983).
\textsuperscript{140} The viability of this option would depend on state rules relating to standing and justiciability. See Helen Hershkoff, \textit{State Courts and the “Passive Virtues”: Rethinking the Judicial Function}, 114 \textit{Harv. L. Rev.} 1833, 1839 (2001) (noting these standards are often more generous at the state than at the federal level).
Nebraska is an exemplary jurisdiction: the state constitution requires that the state supreme court be redistricted after each decennial census without regard to county lines. The 2010 redistricting resulted in only a two percent deviation from the ideal, well within the so-called “ten percent rule” of judicial tolerance for legislative districts. As yet, there appears to be no partisan valence to these changes, though Nebraska may be a special case owing to its unicameral, nonpartisan legislature.

South Dakota requires districts to be “compact” though not equipopulous, but the legislature engages in decennial redistricting to balance district population.

Kentucky requires limited equipopulation for its supreme court (provided counties are not divided) but the state legislature has failed to act on this mandate since 1991.

While the Illinois constitution requires that judicial districts other than Cook County be “of substantially equal population,” the state’s appellate judicial districts have not been reapportioned.

141. Neb. Const. art. V, § 5 (“The Legislature shall divide the state into six contiguous and compact districts of approximately equal population . . . . [and] shall redistrict the state after each federal decennial census. In any such redistricting, county lines shall be followed whenever practicable . . . .”).


147. Ky. Const. § 110 (“The General Assembly thereafter may redistrict the Commonwealth; by counties, into seven Supreme Court districts as nearly equal in population and as compact in form as possible.”).


149. Ill. Const. art. VI, § 2 (“The remainder of the State [other than Cook County, i.e. Chicago] shall be divided by law into four Judicial Districts of substantially equal population, each of which shall be compact and composed of contiguous counties.”).
since 1963.\textsuperscript{150} The last attempt to do so, in 1997, was thrown out by the Illinois Supreme Court for unconstitutionally splitting judicial circuits between multiple supreme court districts.\textsuperscript{151} The Circuit Courts (Illinois’s courts of general jurisdiction) were tweaked slightly in 2005.\textsuperscript{152} The constitutionalization of Cook County as a single judicial district electing only three of seven supreme court justices, however, entrenches the disproportionate power of rural Illinois in the election of the state supreme court.\textsuperscript{153}

\textbf{Louisiana} has no equipopulation rule but requires a legislative supermajority to alter judicial districts.\textsuperscript{154} The last redistricting occurred in 1997.\textsuperscript{155} An attempt to require redistricting on state law basis following the decennial census failed.\textsuperscript{156}

\textbf{Mississippi}\textsuperscript{157} and \textbf{Oklahoma}\textsuperscript{158} simply empower the legislature to draw districts. The last redistricting in Mississippi was in 1987; in Oklahoma, 1968.\textsuperscript{159} However, the Mississippi judicial districts remain roughly equipopulous as of 2010.\textsuperscript{160}

\begin{itemize}
  \item 150. 1963 Ill. Laws 929–30 (codified at 705 ILL. COMP. STAT. 20/2).
  \item 151. Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Chapman, 692 N.E.2d 374, 383–84 (Ill. 1998). Each supreme court district serves as the district for the intermediate appellate court, ILL. \textsc{Const.} art. VI, § 7(a), with appeals permitted to that appellate court as of right from the circuits within the appellate court’s district; the Court concluded that the State Constitution implicitly forbade dividing the circuits between districts.
  \item 152. 2005 Ill. Laws 4–100 (codified at 705 ILL. COMP. STAT. § 22/1 et seq.).
  \item 153. A reapportionment of Illinois would principally involve redistributing population from District 2 to Districts 3 through 5 (which as regards to each other are roughly equipopulous already).
  \item 154. LA. \textsc{Const.} art. V, § 4 (“The districts and the number of [supreme court] judges [are] subject to change by law enacted by two-thirds of the elected members of each house of the legislature.”).
  \item 155. 1997 La. Acts 1265–69 (codified as LA. STAT. ANN. § 13:101). This bill was approved unanimously and synchronized supreme court districts with congressional districts.
  \item 156. Johnson v. State, 965 So. 2d 866 (La. App. 1 Cir. 2007) (holding the mere fact that the State failed to pass redistricting legislation in light of updated census data was insufficient to state a cause of action for purposeful discrimination; plaintiff further failed to state a cause of action under LA. \textsc{Const.} art. I, § 2; voters do not have the right to demand that judicial election districts be reassessed and redrawn at regular intervals).
  \item 157. MISS. \textsc{Const.} art. VI, § 145 (amended by §§ 145a-145b to expand the court from three to nine judges, with the six judges being divided between the existing districts and elected at-large, with terms staggered).
  \item 158. OKLA. \textsc{Const.} art. VII, § 2.
  \item 159. MISS. \textsc{Code Ann.} § 9-3-1 (West 1999); OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 20, § 2 (West 2002).
  \item 160. The average population deviation as measured by total population is 1.69% according to calculations on file with the author; the largest district has 1.01 million
Maryland constitutionally defines the districts the justices “represent” and consequently has not been redistricted since a 1994 boundary amendment. The state responses to the dearth of federal equipopulation jurisprudence for judicial districts put the Wells problem in its proper perspective. First, at the moment, only three states (Louisiana, Mississippi and Oklahoma) can begin to draw egregiously non-equipopulous and gerrymandered districts for their Supreme Courts. Moreover, Louisiana and Oklahoma, which are in fact badly malapportioned at the supreme court level, have rich constitutional voting rights in their respective state constitutions, presenting an alternative and perhaps easier litigation route.

On the other hand, it’s not satisfactory to declare a federal right to fair representation vindicated because of nominal protection under state constitutions. Illinois and Kentucky have flouted the equipopulation mandates of their state constitutions; it is difficult to expect state supreme courts to demand that state legislatures redistrict that very court, with obvious electoral repercussions. This is why federal courts entered the “political thicket” in the first place—to ensure that states were living up to the basic obligations of democracy no matter the vagaries of each state’s constitution. The present state people while the smallest has 961,000 people. Were the legislature divided like this, it is decidedly unlikely that review would be triggered.

165. But see Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 25 (1883) (holding that the federal government is powerless to legislate to secure rights that are at least nominally secured by a state constitution).
167. Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 566 (1964) (“[A] denial of constitutionally protected rights demands judicial protection; our oath and our office require no less of us. As stated in Gomillion v. Lightfoot: ‘When a State exercises power wholly within
constitutional protections for equipopulation are promising, but federal intervention can guarantee that those promises are kept.

III.

RACIAL DILUTION IN JUDICIAL DISTRICTS

A. Summary of the Voting Rights Act as Applied to Judicial Districts

Traditionally, challenges to judicial districting under the VRA could rely on Section 5 or Section 2 of the Act. However, after Shelby County v. Holder effectively invalidated the great bulk of Section 5’s preclearance regime, such challenges must rely on Section 2. Section 2 provides in relevant part that “no voting qualification or prerequisite to voting or standard, practice, or procedure shall be imposed or applied by any State or political subdivision in a manner which results in a denial or abridgement of the right of any citizen of the United States to vote on account of race or color.” Section 2 presented a more complex question for judicial distracting for two reasons.

First, prior to the creation of a “results standard” in the 1982 VRA Amendments (replacing an intentional discrimination standard), states had a plethora of facially neutral rationales for unequal districts, making the requisite showing of intention impossible.
Second, the 1982 VRA Amendments unintentionally\(^{173}\) complicated the issue because they provided for a violation of Section 2 if and only if racial groups had “less opportunity than other members of the electorate to participate in the political process and to elect representatives of their choice.”\(^{174}\) Since, as discussed above, the received wisdom was that judges were not “representatives,” there was a viable argument that the new VRA excluded judicial districts, just as the Court had excluded judicial districts from the equipopulation requirement of *Reynolds*.*\(^{175}\)

The Supreme Court, in the 1991 cases *Chisom v. Roemer*\(^ {176}\) and *Houston Lawyers Ass’n v. Attorney General of Texas*,\(^ {177}\) dismissed these arguments and held that Section 2 applied to judicial elections. Retention elections are likewise included under Section 2.\(^ {178}\) Contrast the equipopulation decisions: here, the Court determined that the law of democracy, as applied to racially biased districting lines, would apply to state judiciaries. This was, just like the equipopulation exclusion, a wholesale proposition, despite the absence of the equipopulation principle in judicial elections which meant that the standard of “dilution” was difficult to measure, especially at the trial court level.\(^ {179}\) The *Chisom* majority responded to this challenge in a footnote:

> [A]n analysis of a proper statutory standard under § 2 need not rely on the one-person, one-vote constitutional rule. See *Thornburg v. Gingles*; see also *White v. Regester* (holding that multimember districts were invalid, notwithstanding compliance with one-person, one-vote rule).\(^ {180}\)

What the Court really said here was that it understood the difficulties that might be created by including judicial elections in this area of elections jurisprudence but it didn’t care. The prudential concerns of

---

176. *Chisom*, 501 U.S. at 389 (holding Section 2 applies to multi-member courts).
177. 501 U.S. 419, 427 (1991) (holding Section 2 applies to trial courts).
178. Though the Supreme Court has not unequivocally so held, the Circuit Courts of Appeal have taken it as a given. See, e.g., *Bradley v. Work*, 154 F.3d 704, 709 (7th Cir. 1998) (applying Section 2 to retention elections: “It is the voters directly who make the choice [about judicial retention] through the casting of their ballots. That is what the Voting Rights Act is all about”).
180. *Id.* at 403 n.32 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (citations omitted).
judicial districting, decisive in the equipopulation context, now were insufficient to keep the VRA out—and so they were completely discarded.

Once again, the Court’s binary approach to democracy reared its ugly head. While the normative case for applying the VRA to judicial districts seems unanswerable, what was needed was an institutionally sensitive method of drawing judicial districts. The Court did not provide this. Thus, compelled by the Court’s refusal to provide a new standard, the lower courts went on to apply a three-part test cobbled together from bits of *Thornburg v. Gingles*¹⁸¹ to determine whether a judicial districting plan violates Section 2.¹⁸² The *Gingles* test finds a Section 2 violation when:

1. The minority group is “sufficiently large and geographically compact to constitute a majority” in a single-member district, such that the district is majority-minority with respect to citizens of voting age,¹⁸³
2. The minority group is “politically cohesive” and,
3. The majority votes “sufficiently as a bloc to enable it—in the absence of special circumstances—usually to defeat the minority’s preferred candidate.”¹⁸⁴

Whatever the merits of this test, plaintiffs seeking to challenge judicial districting satisfied it in only two cases. The reason should not surprise us by now: lower courts held that the *Gingles* test was suitable only for politicians, and judges, of course, were not politicians.

**B. Successful VRA Challenges to Judicial Districts: Louisiana and Mississippi**

Out of thirty-two VRA challenges to judicial districting in which there was at least one reported opinion,¹⁸⁵ there have been, under the

---

¹⁸². *See Rodriguez v. Bexar Cty.*, 385 F.3d 853, 860 n.3 (5th Cir. 2004) (“[T]he district court . . . expressed concern regarding the application of the *Gingles* threshold test to single-member districts that are not required to comply with the one-person, one-vote requirement. Since Section 2 includes judicial selections . . . we are at a loss as to what other standard than *Gingles* might apply.”); *accord Cousin v. Sundquist*, 145 F.3d 818, 825 (6th Cir. 1998); Milwaukee Branch of the NAACP v. Thompson, 116 F.3d 1194, 1196 (7th Cir. 1997); *Rangel v. Morales*, 8 F.3d 242, 243 (5th Cir. 1993).
¹⁸³. *Bartlett v. Strickland*, 556 U.S. 1 (2009) (establishing that the first *Gingles* prong is satisfied only when a district can be drawn that is majority-black).
Chisom paradigm, only two successful challenges to judicial districting schemes under Section 2. The first is the convoluted Chisom line itself, which concerned the Louisiana Supreme Court and intermediate appellate courts (establishing the applicability of Section 2 to judicial elections). The second is Martin v. Allain, a Mississippi case. Both concerned the classic Gingles claim: that multi-member districts were created to “swamp” minority voters.

Martin found violations of Section 2 in certain lower-court districts in Mississippi on the strength of a large pile of explicit, documentary evidence that state officials deliberately cut black constituents out of judicial elections by designing multi-member districts to guarantee that only white constituents would be elected judges. To no one’s surprise, the state lost. The case was bifurcated into liability and remedy phases; at the liability phase, however, the court held that a Section 2 violation only occurred in those districts where “blacks constitute a sufficiently large and geographically compact group so that the district could be divided into single-member subdistricts of substantially equal population one of which would have a substantial black population and black voting age majority.”

In the remedy phase, the district court threw out the plaintiff’s proposed plans and substituted one of its own (drawn up by a court-appointed expert), making as it did so the only articulation by a court of salient factors when redistricting local districts to comply with Section 2. In addition to embracing the “traditional factors of contiguity, compactness, community of interest, natural boundaries, and preservation of existing precinct lines,” the district court:

1. Rejected the need for “compensation for minor population shifts on a regular basis” because equipopulation did not apply to the judiciary. Accordingly, the most permanent boundaries possible were selected for the judicial subdistricts (in particular, preserving whole counties—note once again a return to

---

REFORM 643, 735 (2006) (listing all cases decided under Section 2, the vast bulk of which have attacked legislative districting at the state and local level).
190. Id. at 1204.
192. Id. at 332–35.
the county-based policy we observed already sat at the heart of judicial districting schemes).

2. Accepted subdistricting as a remedy in part because the Mississippi Constitution already provided for subdistricted judges having jurisdiction over the whole district—in particular, on the Supreme Court. 193

3. Established a fifteen percent maximum range of deviation for a population variance among subdistricts within a judicial district because “a general equality in population among the single-member subdistricts within a judicial district will be best for judicial administrative purposes.” Although the Court did not say as much, this variance is almost certainly within the bounds of tolerance established for population disparities in bodies subject to the equipopulation rule. 194

The decision was not appealed. 195 We can draw two inferences from this case: first, in common with all Section 2 cases, much depends on the facts; second, any remedy to racial dilution in a judicial district must, notwithstanding the Supreme Court’s insouciance on the subject, take into account the complexity of judicial administration.

The sophistication of Martin v. Mabus returns us to the example of Williams-Yulee, for in both opinions judges were faced with a democratic principle (no racially motivated districting and no restrictions on campaign speech, respectively) that simply could not be applied wholesale to the judicial elections context. But rather than mechanically apply or disapply doctrines developed in the legislative and executive arenas, the courts tailored the doctrines to match the special circumstances of judicial elections. By contrast, the absolutism of the Supreme Court’s approach to racial districting in Chisom positively interfered with the parties’ efforts to develop a more racially just outcome.

Chisom began with the long-standing incongruity of New Orleanians being assigned an at-large judicial district while all other judicial districts were single-member. Most importantly, it was largely undis-

195. In the recollection of one of the counsel in this case, the new Secretary of State (Ray Mabus) was no longer interested in fighting racial exclusion at this point, while the plaintiffs felt the district court’s decision represented the best deal available. See Email from Professor Samuel Issacharoff to Alec Webley on Judicial Districting Litigation (Jan. 6, 2015) (on file with author).
puted that had New Orleans been districted on a single-member basis, it would have elected at least one black supreme court justice.\footnote{For an excellent summary of this litigation, see Neuborne, \textit{supra} note 58, at 623.}

The \textit{Chisom} litigation lasted from 1987 to 1992, at which point the exhausted parties entered into a settlement.\footnote{Chisom \textit{v.} Edwards, 970 F.2d 1408 (5th Cir. 1992) (announcing settlement); \textit{La. Rev. Stat. Ann.} \textsection{} 13:101 (West 1999) (implementing settlement).} However, it is unclear whether the \textit{Chisom} plaintiffs would have won had the state continued to fight. In the initial bench trial on the plaintiffs’ Section 2 claims, the district court rejected almost all of the factual predicates necessary to establish a \textit{Gingles} claim, including a history of racially polarized voting and racially polarized voting in the multi-member district itself.\footnote{Chisom \textit{v.} Roemer, CIV. A. NO. 86-4057, 1989 WL 106485 (E.D. La. Sept. 19, 1989).} The district court also cast doubt on the proposed remedy, drawing on equipopulation doctrine to do so:

Thus, if two districts were drawn without crossing parish boundaries (as is the case in the rest of the state) and if the “ideal district” were based upon population alone, no single member district may fairly be drawn in which blacks would constitute a majority of the voting age population and registered voters. . . . It appears the only way to provide a sizable single member district in which blacks would constitute a voting age majority would be to create a gerrymandering district lacking geographical compactness.\footnote{Id.}

Therefore, while \textit{Chisom} can be marked as a success—and it certainly generated pressure on all fronts to diversify the state judiciary\footnote{Neuborne, \textit{supra} note 58, at 623.}—it is also an example of the challenge that would come to bedevil other attempts at litigation. It is just very difficult, often impossible, to apply wholesale the doctrines of legislative districting to judicial districting.

\textbf{C. Unsuccessful VRA Challenges to Judicial Districts}

Against these slender reeds of success, lower courts have overwhelmingly rejected Section 2 claims made against judicial districts. We can group these cases into two broad categories: ones in which the claim failed at the liability stage, and ones in which the claim failed when considering remedy.

The liability stage has doomed several judicial districting suits where plaintiffs simply failed to show that race was the principal sali-
ent factor in the election,\textsuperscript{201} that racial bloc voting was sufficiently present,\textsuperscript{202} or that race explained minority electoral success.\textsuperscript{203} This represents a general trend in Section 2 litigation: it is extremely difficult to satisfy the \textit{Gingles} districting criteria.\textsuperscript{204}

The far greater systemic problem for Section 2 suits in the judicial context is the question of remedy. There are three conceivable remedies to racially biased districting: the creation of subdistricts, the implementation of limited voting, and more radical actions like ditching judicial elections altogether.\textsuperscript{205} Courts have displayed hostility to all three.

Subdistricting remedies have been rejected for three sets of reasons. First, in common with other \textit{Gingles} suits, it is often the case that plaintiffs cannot draw a map with the requisite black majorities to satisfy the first \textit{Gingles} prong.\textsuperscript{206} Second, and much more problematically for our purposes, even a \textit{Gingles}-compliant districting proposal can be rejected because of the administration problems implicit in cre-

---

\textsuperscript{201} See S. Christian Leadership Conference of Ala. v. Sessions, 56 F.3d 1281, 1295 (11th Cir. 1995); Maxey v. Cuomo, 91 CIV. 7328 (TPG), 1996 WL 529024 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 18, 1996) (“[I]n no respect is the pleading here sufficient. Not only are there no satisfactory allegations under [\textit{Gingles}], but there is no sufficient pleading of inten-
tional discrimination.”).

\textsuperscript{202} See Mallory v. Ohio, 173 F.3d 377, 385 (6th Cir. 1999) (finding insufficient evidence of bloc voting); Bradley v. Work, 154 F.3d 704, 709 (7th Cir. 1998) (finding the same); Rangel v. Morales, 8 F.3d 242, 243 (5th Cir. 1993) (finding single election was not sufficient to show that whites exhibited requisite bloc voting to satisfy \textit{Ginges}); Anderson v. Mallamad, IP 94-1447-C H/G, 1997 WL 35024766 (S.D. Ind. Mar. 28, 1997) (finding insufficient evidence of bloc voting).

\textsuperscript{203} See Rodriguez v. Bexar Cty., 385 F.3d 853, 860 (5th Cir. 2004) (finding Hispanic success over two electoral cycles was not a “special circumstance”); Cousin v. Sundquist, 145 F.3d 818, 825 (6th Cir. 1998) (finding insufficient evidence showing the minority-preferred candidate lost sufficiently frequently to invoke \textit{Gingles}); Milwaukee Branch of the NAACP v. Thompson, 116 F.3d 1194, 1196 (7th Cir. 1997) (same); Anthony v. Michigan, 35 F. Supp. 2d 989, 1007 (E.D. Mich. 1999) (holding fifty percent non-incumbent election rate for black voters in the Clark County circuit court elections is not a “special circumstance” under \textit{Gingles}); Williams v. State Bd. of Elections, 718 F. Supp. 1324, 1331 (N.D. Ill. 1989) (finding insufficient evidence that black voters are sufficiently unsuccessful to qualify as a \textit{Gingles} violation).

\textsuperscript{204} See ISSACHAROFF ET AL., supra note 78, at 653–720 (discussing in detail the challenges involved in meeting the required showings at each stage of the \textit{Gingles} test); see also Katz et al., \textit{ supra} note 185 (analyzing hundreds of past Section 2 cases and finding the majority of these cases failed at the liability stage for these reasons).

\textsuperscript{205} This solution was proposed only once, in \textit{White v. Alabama}, 74 F.3d 1058, 1069–70 (11th Cir. 1996), where the plaintiffs requested the direct appointment of sufficient minority judges. This remedy was rejected, with the Eleventh Circuit finding it contrary to the “spirit and the purpose of the Voting Rights Act” which was to allow voters to elect the candidates of their choice.
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ating entirely separate court districts with elected judges. Thus in Southern Christian Leadership Conference of Alabama v. Sessions, the Eleventh Circuit argued:

Caseload, population, population density, square miles per judge, attorneys per judge and other factors contribute to the allocation of judicial resources. Therefore, the reallocation of counties among circuits would have ramifications across the state. For example, Bibb County, which is currently one of five counties in the Fourth Circuit, would become a single county circuit. Whether a county of 16,576 could reasonably and efficiently support its own circuit is uncertain.207

Third, if a plaintiff tries to circumvent this administration problem by proposing to keep the judicial districts the same but dividing them into subdistricts for the purposes of elections, the plan is still rejected on the strength of the state’s “linkage interest”—ensuring that the entire electorate over which a judge presides can hold that judge accountable at the ballot box. Thus, the Sixth Circuit held in Cousin v. Sundquist:

Even if we had held plaintiffs’ vote dilution claim valid, we would not have affirmed a remedy such as they proposed in this case because it is at odds with the important state interest in “linkage.” Proper adherence to the principle of linkage ensures that a state court judge serves the entire jurisdiction from which he or she is elected, and that the entire electorate which will be subject to that judge’s jurisdiction has the opportunity to hold him or her accountable at the polls. Single-member [sub]districts, as several courts have noted, eliminate the identity between the electoral and jurisdictional bases of its judges, thereby violating the state’s significant linkage interest. This linkage interest is also important because it lies at the heart of philosophical decisions about the role of judging in our system of government . . . .208

207. S. Christian Leadership Conference of Ala. v. Sessions, 56 F.3d 1281, 1297 (11th Cir. 1995); accord Davis v. Chiles, 139 F.3d 1414, 1423–24 (11th Cir. 1998) (rejecting proposed subdistricting remedy because it impermissibly interferes with the structure of the judicial system); Concerned Citizens for Equal. v. McDonald, 63 F.3d 413, 417 (5th Cir. 1995) (applying Holder v. Hall, 512 U.S. 874 (1993), which precluded any VRA challenge to the size of a governmental body, to judicial elections such that a remedy that proposed increasing the number of judges in a particular district was precluded); Nipper v. Smith, 39 F.3d 1494, 1545 (11th Cir. 1994) (rejecting creation of new judicial districts as a remedy).

208. 145 F.3d 818, 825 (6th Cir. 1998); accord Milwaukee Branch of the NAACP v. Thompson, 116 F.3d 1194, 1196 (7th Cir. 1997); Nipper, 39 F.3d at 1543 (noting linkage interest is relatively minor in liability stage but critical in remedy stage).
Finally, while limited or cumulative voting (where voters cast multiple votes for multiple candidates)\textsuperscript{209} has occasionally been proposed as a viable alternative to subdistricting,\textsuperscript{210} the two courts to consider the option \textit{as a remedy}\textsuperscript{211} have been hostile to it. In \textit{Cousin v. Sundquist}, the Sixth Circuit dismissed limited voting out of hand, arguing that “Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act specifically precludes its use to achieve proportional representation. \textit{See} 42 U.S.C. § 1973(b)\textsuperscript{212} . . . Yet this is precisely the effect and, proponents would argue, the strength of cumulative voting as a remedy.”\textsuperscript{213} In \textit{Nipper v. Smith}, the Eleventh Circuit was scathing in its rejection of cumulative voting:

Requiring judges to run for unnumbered seats on the court, meaning that all of the judges seeking reelection would be forced to oppose each other, would have a detrimental effect on the collegiality of the court’s judges in administrative matters. . . . In addition to dampening lawyer interest in a judicial career, requiring judges to face opposition every time their terms expire would adversely affect the independence of the judiciary: Judges would begin running for reelection from the moment they took office. . . . Finally, a cumulative voting system, like a sub-districting system, would encourage racial bloc voting. That, in turn, would necessarily fuel the notion that judges were influenced by race when administering justice.\textsuperscript{214}

Likewise, in \textit{Martin v. Mabus} (the remedy decision in the one successful VRA case in Mississippi, discussed above), the district court refused to accept a proposed “limited voting” scheme as a remedy for racial gerrymandering, finding “that limited voting is experimental and contrary to most election laws of Mississippi and the

\textsuperscript{209} See ISSACHAROFF ET AL., supra note 78, at 1187–91.
\textsuperscript{211} In one case, a limited voting scheme for judges, albeit one implemented by the legislature, has been upheld against legal attack. \textit{See} Orloski v. Davis, 564 F. Supp. 526, 530 (M.D. Pa. 1983) (upholding a limited voting scheme for the election of Commonwealth Court judges). In other settings, legislatures have been given scope under the VRA to structure non-judicial elections as they please. \textit{See}, e.g., Dudum v. Arntz, 640 F.3d 1098 (9th Cir. 2011) (upholding cumulative voting for San Francisco Board of Supervisors).
\textsuperscript{212} Now 52 U.S.C. § 10301(b) (West 1982), reading in relevant part: “provided, that nothing in this section establishes a right to have members of a protected class elected in numbers equal to their proportion in the population.”\textsuperscript{213} Cousin v. Sundquist, 145 F.3d 818, 829 (6th Cir. 1998).
\textsuperscript{214} Nipper v. Smith, 39 F.3d 1494, 1546 (11th Cir. 1994).
policy contained therein” as well as “contrary to most general concepts of a democratic two-party system” and “a radically new, judge-made process.”215 Thus, piece-by-piece, the Eleventh Circuit at least has eliminated any possible remedy for racially discriminatory judicial districts. As one panel later lamented:

Together with Nipper, SCLC, and the additional case of White v. Alabama [all discussed above] we will with this decision have disallowed redistricting, subdistricting, modified subdistricting, cumulative voting, limited voting, special nomination, and any conceivable variant thereof as remedies for racially polarized voting in at-large judicial elections. . . . Given such rulings [we have not] been able to envision any remedy that a court might adopt in a Section Two vote dilution challenge to a multi-member judicial election district. Thus, in this circuit, Section Two of the Voting Rights Act frankly cannot be said to apply, in any meaningful way, to at-large judicial elections.216

It is difficult, given this weight of negative precedent, to say that Section 2 cases are viable except in the most egregious and easily remedied cases.

These difficulties were not inevitable. Instead, they arise from the dualism in judicial elections regulation we have seen in every other context hitherto discussed: either state judicial elections are “in” or they are “out.” There is no intermediary space. In the VRA context, the Supreme Court ordered lower courts to put judiciaries “in” the VRA paradigm; lower courts responded by finding other grounds to throw them “out” of the paradigm. Yet the Martin v. Mabus court fashioned a new districting paradigm in order to square the incongruities between the VRA adapted for legislative districts and the judicial districting case before it. Without citation and perhaps without realizing it, the Supreme Court followed suit in Williams-Yulee. As we will see in Part V, once courts adopt the sophisticated intermediate position of Williams-Yulee and its predecessors, it becomes possible to square legislatively-focused statutes like the VRA with the specific concerns of judicial districting.

216. Davis v. Chiles, 139 F.3d 1414, 1423–24 (11th Cir. 1998).
IV.
JUDICIAL DISTRICTS AND PARTISAN VOTING DILUTION

A. Partisan Dilution and Equal Protection: Davis v. Bandemer and the Quest for a Justiciable Principle for Partisan Gerrymandering

The Supreme Court first indicated that partisan manipulation of election districts could violate the Constitution in *Davis v. Bandemer*. 217 In this deeply divided decision, Justice White, who wrote for the plurality, suggested that a districting scheme for which the plaintiffs could show both “intentional discrimination against an identifiable political group” and an “actual discriminatory effect on that group” such that the “electoral system is arranged in a manner that will consistently degrade a voter’s or group of voters’ influence on the political process as a whole” would violate the Constitution.

*Bandemer* has “served almost exclusively as an invitation to litigation without much prospect of redress.” 218 This invitation was at least partially withdrawn in *Vieth v. Jubelirer*, 219 another fractured decision in which the plurality (Justices Scalia, Roberts, O’Connor, and Thomas) attempted to overrule *Bandemer*. The plurality was stymied by Justice Kennedy, who wrote separately to throw out every proposed standard for partisan gerrymandering claims while expressing the hope that perhaps one day such a claim might be possible. “If a subsidiary standard could show how an otherwise permissible classification, as applied, burdens representational rights,” he wrote, “we could conclude that appellants’ evidence states a provable claim under the Fourteenth Amendment.” 220

Despite this sliver of hope, partisan gerrymandering claims have continued to go nowhere, at least as far as legislatures are concerned. 221 Yet a workable standard could be articulated with respect to judicial districting, if we examine partisan gerrymandering standards through the lens of decisions like *Williams-Yulee*, where democratic law standards are viewed through the prism of the special concerns of

219. See id. at 281.
220. Id. at 313–14 (Kennedy, J., concurring)
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the judiciary. The remainder of this Part will be dedicated to sketching out this standard.

B. Applying Bandemer to Judicial Districts: GOP v. Martin

The fourteen states with at least some partisan judicial elections could present a claim that district lines fall afoul of the partisan gerrymander outlawed in Davis v. Bandemer. Indeed, the one case in any appeals court anywhere that did find the Bandemer criteria satisfied concerned judicial districts.

In Republican Party of North Carolina v. Martin, the Fourth Circuit found, in its analysis of the North Carolina state superior (i.e. trial) court election system, the requisite intent to discriminate on a partisan basis, and the requisite effect of that intention, to have stated a claim under Bandemer. However, the North Carolina Superior Court was elected in a decidedly odd fashion: each local judge was elected in a statewide at-large election. Ironically, district lines per se were irrelevant to the judicial election system. The Republican Party documented numerous occasions where the legislature rejected attempts to change this system. As for discriminatory effect, precisely one Republican party judicial candidate won election anywhere in the state between 1968 and 1992, a fact to which the Fourth Circuit returned again and again as probative evidence of both intent and effect.

The subsequent history of Martin illustrated the practical difficulties of pursuing this case-line. After remand from the Fourth Circuit, the district court upheld the complaint and issued a permanent injunction on the operation of the statewide election system after disposition on the record following 132 witness statements and nearly twenty volumes of trial exhibits. Yet not five days afterwards, immediately prior to the injunction coming into effect, a full five Repub-

222. Eight states have partisan judicial elections at all levels: Alabama, Illinois, Louisiana, Michigan, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Texas, West Virginia. Six limit partisan elections to particular levels of the judiciary: Indiana (trial courts only), Kansas (14/31 districts only), Missouri (circuit court only), New York (trial courts only), Ohio (primaries only), Tennessee (trial courts only). NAT’L CTR. FOR ST. CTS., supra note 2.
Republican candidates were elected to the superior court.228 The state had tipped Republican, and now the system served to privilege overwhelmingly the party formerly excluded.

The Fourth Circuit stayed the injunction to allow the district court to incorporate this turn of events into its analysis, a consideration that proved moot as the North Carolina legislature established a more conventional districted election system shortly afterwards.229 Although in its facts and disposition Martin is clearly an outlier, the Fourth Circuit’s original Martin decision has never been overturned by the Supreme Court, and the Martin holding as regards at-large elections has been embraced at least in dicta by the Seventh Circuit.230 Yet the facts of Martin were extreme—allowing relief because of a distinctly odd electoral system that resulted in one Republican elected out of nearly 220 elections despite twenty-seven percent Republican representation in the electorate. A subsequent case brought against the at-large system of electing Illinois Supreme Court justices from Cook County was rejected out of hand by the Seventh Circuit because plaintiffs could not prove that the system was designed with partisan discriminatory intent.231 Moreover, Martin predated the Court’s partial reconsideration of Bandemer in Vieth. No subsequent cases have been heard on a Bandemer claim, and it is possible the lower courts will read Vieth as precluding, or at least complicating, future judicial district partisan gerrymandering litigation. An equally significant obstacle to further success is the Court’s endorsement of partisan, issues-based judicial elections in Republican Party of Minnesota v. White.232 Any claim that parties are harmed because the partisan districting scheme deprives them of a “neutral” judge as regards the law would surely have

229. See id.
230. Smith v. Boyle, 144 F.3d 1060, 1062 (7th Cir. 1998) (“The Supreme Court has not yet had a case in which the use of at-large elections to fill judicial offices is challenged as a denial of equal protection because aimed at preventing the election of candidates of one of the parties. But like the Fourth Circuit in Republican Party v. Martin—the only case similar to this one that we’ve found—we cannot see an objection in principle to what would be after all only a modest extension of existing law.”).
231. Id. at 1061.
232. See Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 778 (2002) (distinguishing bias against parties, which is impermissible, from bias about legal questions or positions, declaring “even if it were possible to select judges who did not have preconceived views on legal issues, it would hardly be desirable to do so”).
failed if the Court continued treating judicial elections as indistinguishable from legislative elections.233

C. Could Due Process Provide an “Administrable Standard” for Gerrymandering of Judicial Districts?

Williams-Yulee may have changed this calculus. When the Court found that the “integrity of the judiciary” is an interest sufficient to justify a naked content-based restriction on speech,234 it situated judicial elections in the broader context of the unique requirements of judges: that they be impartial.235 Beginning with this premise, the Court might be receptive to a partisan gerrymandering claim rooted in requirements of judicial impartiality and the particular separation-of-powers harms of judicial district gerrymandering to fashion the requisite “easily administrable standard” that would apply constitutional partisan gerrymandering rules on judicial districts.

In particular, Justice Kennedy’s opinion in LULAC v. Perry,236 which touched in part on Vieth, stressed that partisan gerrymandering claims have hitherto failed because they have failed to “show a burden, as measured by a reliable standard” on the rights implicated by legislatures—namely direct representation.237 While to an extent partisan gerrymandering prevents particular groups from being represented in the judiciary (such as Republicans in North Carolina under Martin), partisan gerrymandering could also be shown to give undue power to particular parties before the court on the basis of legislative preference. The judicial independence interest then would stand in for ‘representation’ as the value against which a measurable standard could be drawn.

233. However, in a case involving political parties (i.e., an elections dispute) there might be a quasi-Caperton claim that by virtue of being a member of the political party the judge serves to benefit indirectly from adjudicating a dispute in a certain party’s favor—especially if the legislative or executive election at issue has the authority to alter that judges’ electoral district. Again, there is a total dearth of precedent and little scholarship on this point. See David E. Pozen, The Irony of Judicial Elections, 108 COLUM. L. REV. 265, 322–23 (2008) (noting state legislatures have a strong interest in ensuring partisan uniformity of state courts since election law issues are overwhelmingly decided at the state level).


235. See id. at 1674 (Ginsburg, J., concurring) (“Partiality, if inevitable in the political arena, is disqualifying in the judiciary’s domain.”); accord Marshall v. Jerrico, Inc., 446 U.S. 238, 242 (1980) (“The Due Process Clause entitles a person to an impartial and disinterested tribunal in both civil and criminal cases.”).


237. Id. at 418.
Vieth notwithstanding, Justice Kennedy’s LULAC opinion could be read to support an attack using separation of powers doctrine on excessively partisan judicial districting. A system of naked partisan manipulation of judicial districts that ensures judges of a particular legislatively-favored ideology maintain a stranglehold on state jurisprudence serves to decrease the independence of the judiciary.

Accordingly, if the legislature acted to ensure partisan control of a state supreme court by gerrymandering, the judges of that court could be said to be functionaries of the legislature, which might give rise to a claim the separation of powers is threatened.238 Consider, as a very simple example, the notion that a legislative majority, dissatisfied with a certain state supreme court justice’s ruling (perhaps in favor of the opposition), acts to simply redraw her seat so as to make her election impossible. Under these circumstances, it can no longer be the “business of judges to be indifferent to popularity.”239 Worse, if the state legislature has unfettered power to gerrymander out judges it dislikes, it is not to “the People” but to state legislators that judges must defer if judges are to have any hope of being re-elected. This is not an idle threat. The Kansas legislature has threatened to defund the judiciary if it rules against it in a high-profile school funding case.240 While the Kansas Supreme Court is chosen via ‘merit selection’ without districts, if legislators had the power to simply district the judges out of existence, can there be much doubt they would at least threaten to do so? After all, legislators are practiced in this tactic: they use it perennially against each other.

238. Little attention has been given to the link between judicial independence and partisan gerrymandering, but separation of powers concerns have always animated anti-judicial-election advocates. See, e.g., Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 798 (2002) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (“There is a critical difference between the work of the judge and the work of other public officials. . . . in litigation, issues of law or fact should not be determined by popular vote; it is the business of judges to be indifferent to unpopularity.”); Plaut v. Spendthrift Farm, Inc., 514 U.S. 211, 225–26 (1995) (collecting cases on separation of powers); George D. Brown, Political Judges and Popular Justice: A Conservative Victory or a Conservative Dilemma?, 49 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1543, 1602 (2008) (stressing incongruity between elected judges and separation of powers). But see Scott W. Gaylord, Unconventional Wisdom: The Roberts Court’s Proper Support of Judicial Elections, 2011 MICH. ST. L. REV. 1521, 1549 (2011) (arguing popular election is itself supportive of separation of powers).


This ‘separation of powers’ argument, that districting powers give legislatures undue power over the judiciary, draws on deeper wellsprings of constitutional concern than the more usual ‘populism hurts independence’ line of separation of powers argument common to the anti-elections literature.241 Given that about two-thirds of the states have express separation of powers provisions,242 one can make out the lines of a challenge to any redistricting scheme that would unduly damage judicial independence.243 This challenge, of course, would depend on the particular separation of powers jurisprudence of each state, analysis of which is beyond the scope of this article.

More relevant here, separation of powers might also be the foundation for a federal due process claim. Justice Kennedy expanded on his views of state judges in his concurrence, joined by Justice Breyer, in New York State Board of Elections v. Lopez Torres.244 There, the Court rejected a First Amendment challenge to partisan New York state nominating processes for supreme court (i.e. trial court) judges. Justice Kennedy felt compelled to write:

> [T]he persisting question [in partisan elections] is whether that process is consistent with the perception and the reality of judicial independence and judicial excellence. The rule of law, which is a foundation of freedom, presupposes a functioning judiciary respected for its independence, its professional attainments, and the absolute probity of its judges. And it may seem difficult to reconcile these aspirations with elections. . . . [I]t is unfair to [elected judges themselves] and to the concept of judicial independence if the State is indifferent to a selection process open to manipulation, criticism, and serious abuse.245

241. See The Federalist No. 78, at 484 (Alexander Hamilton) (Henry Cabot Lodge ed., 1891) (“[I]t proves, in the last place, that as liberty can have nothing to fear from the Judiciary alone, but would have everything to fear from its union with either of the other departments; that as all the effects of such a union must ensue from a dependence of the former on the latter, notwithstanding a nominal and apparent separation . . . .”); accord Wayman v. Southard, 23 U.S. 1, 13–14 (1825) (underlining importance of separation of powers to underlying constitutional scheme).


244. 552 U.S. 196 (2008).

245. Id. at 212–13 (emphasis added). While Kennedy vigorously dissented in Williams-Yulee, he did so on the grounds that the salient differences between judicial and legislative elections were in his view irrelevant to the First Amendment question presented. Williams-Yulee v. Fla. Bar, 135 S. Ct. 1656, 1683–84 (2015) (Kennedy, J., dissenting). Explicit in his concurrence was the assumption that a direct, unmediated elections process would sufficiently preserve judicial integrity. In Lopez-Torres, by
Along the lines of this concurrence, we could see a due process claim against partisan judicial districting proceeding as follows: first, a showing that the legislature sought to alter the decisions emerging from the judiciary by changing judicial districts; second, a showing of the tangible harm by which a litigant is deprived due process owing to this legislative meddling into the judiciary; third, an argument that separation of powers is integral to due process. Such a strategy, emphasizing separation of powers, might avoid the problem of a Bandemer-style claim collapsing into a broader compliant about the politicization of the judiciary, which would likely fall on deaf ears. Now that the Court has fully embraced an appropriately nuanced understanding of judicial elections and the law of democracy, the time may be ripe to give this theory a try.

V. ADDRESSING THE DEMOCRATIC DEFICIT IN JUDICIAL DISTRICTING

We have seen that federal courts treat judicial districts, for reasons good and bad, as separate and apart from concerns rooted in the law of democracy. We have also seen that this stems from an unnecessarily binary conception of judicial elections in our constitutional scheme: they are either in or out of each major doctrinal piece of the law of democracy. Williams-Yulee points the way towards a more nuanced understanding of the place of judicial elections in our constitutional constellation. In what follows I sketch several sets of solutions in the spirit of Williams-Yulee that aim to address the representational and administrative concerns of the courts while still ensuring that judges are elected according to basic democratic standards applicable to all other elected officials.

A. Imposing Equipopulation and the VRA on State Supreme Courts

As we have seen, the judicial exemption from the law of democracy rests on two rationales: the belief that judges are not representatives, and concerns that a requirement for equipopulous, contrast, Kennedy was considering a mediated democratic system in which partisan officials manipulate the ultimate outcome—just like partisan redistricting. 246. As, indeed, it has already. See, e.g., Newman v. Voinovich, 789 F. Supp. 1410, 1413 (S.D. Ohio 1992) aff’d, 986 F.2d 159 (6th Cir. 1993) (rejecting a white male’s attempt under the VRA to block a Republican Governor’s judicial nomination of a Republican judicial candidate, following the recommendation of nominees by the G.O.P. county chair, on standing grounds, because the practice has nothing to do with minority access to an elected office).
nondiscriminatory districting would interfere with judicial efficiency. Both arguments simply do not apply to the districting schemes of state supreme courts and should be rejected so as to require that at least apex courts of statewide jurisdiction be elected on an equipopulous basis.\(^\text{247}\)

Begin with the second rationale for nonequipopulous judicial districting: that judicial efficiency would be impaired. However strong this objection may be when applied to local courts, it is hard to apply this second rationale to state supreme courts, which are collective bodies that typically control their own dockets and decide cases collectively. Adding more supreme court judges does not make the court more efficient\(^\text{248}\) or cause malapportioned districts to suffer unduly in the (usually limited) one-judge jurisdiction of that supreme court.\(^\text{249}\)

Turning to the “representativeness” claim, the harm represented by unequal supreme court districts seems broadly similar to those suffered in the legislative case. State supreme courts make “law” of the same importance as that made by the state legislature.\(^\text{250}\) It is hard to argue that supreme courts are not more “general” than bodies like a

\(^{247}\) The equipopulation I call for here would resemble for all intents and purposes the standard applied to state legislatures; if, as I argue, judges are representatives and no special judicial caseload considerations apply, then the same factors applicable to drawing legislative districts would apply to judicial districts. Accordingly, while there remains a lively debate over whether just registered voters or all residents should be counted in legislative districts, compare \textit{Burns v. Richardson}, 384 U.S. 73, 97 (1966) (registered voters) with \textit{Garza v. County of Los Angeles}, 918 F.2d 763, 775–76 (9th Cir. 1990) (total population), \textit{cert. denied}, 498 U.S. 1028 (1991). The contours of this debate would be largely unchanged in the judicial context. There may, however, be stronger arguments for including prisoners in the population count for judicial districts (especially were such districts to be created more locally than supreme courts owing to inferable relative caseload considerations) than for legislative districts. See generally Dale E. Ho, Captive Constituents: Prison-Based Gerrymandering and the Current Redistricting Cycle, 22 STAN. L. \\& POL’Y REV. 355, 359–60 (2011); Nathaniel Persily, The Law of the Census: How to Count, What to Count, Whom to Count, and Where to Count Them, 32 CARDOZO L. REV. 755, 787 (2011). I note in passing that the Court has refused to clarify the requirement further, save to hold that total population is an \textit{acceptable} basis for equipopulous apportionment. Evenwel v. Abbott, 136 S. Ct. 1120, 1123 (2016).


\(^{249}\) See Superintending Control Over Inferior Tribunals, 112 A.L.R. 1351 (1938, updated 2014) (noting that at the state supreme court level, most single-justice practice relates to injunctions against inferior tribunals which occurs ‘only in extreme cases and under unusual circumstances’); accord Maura S. Doyle, Single Justice Practice in the Supreme Judicial Court, in 2 APPELLATE PRACTICE IN MASSACHUSETTS § 21 (Mass. Continuing Legal Education Inc., 2016).

\(^{250}\) Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 78 (1938).
county commissioner’s court,251 the governing board of a community college system,252 a local school council,253 a sanitation district,254 or a water pollution abatement and public transport body;255 all of which were found to be “general governmental bodies.”

In both the legislature and the state supreme court, officials are elected to represent and be accountable to the popular will, and excellent empirical research has substantiated the intuitively appealing claim that elected judges really are representative in that they are more responsive to public pressure in deciding legal questions than non-elected judges.256 Indeed, in the case of the districted Illinois Supreme Court, the state adopted a districting scheme precisely so as to ensure the court represented the entire state rather than being elected entirely from the population of Cook County (which, then and now, contains most of the state’s lawyers).257

251. Avery v. Midland Cty., 390 U.S. 474, 484–85 (1968) (concluding that the county commissioners court exercises “general governmental powers” and therefore “no substantial variation from equal population in drawing districts” is permitted).

252. Hadley v. Junior Coll. Dist., 397 U.S. 50, 53–54 (1970) (noting that trustees “exercised general governmental powers over the entire district” and had powers “general enough” with “sufficient impact throughout the district to justify” treating the board as a general governmental entity).


256. Melinda Gann Hall, Justices as Representatives: Elections and Judicial Politics in the American States, 23 Am. Pol. Res. 485, 488–90 (1995); accord Newman v. Voinovich, 986 F.2d 159, 163 (6th Cir. 1993) (“We agree . . . that judges are policymakers because their political beliefs influence and dictate their decisions on important jurisprudential matters.”); see also Woodward v. Alabama, 134 S. Ct. 405, 408–09 (2013) (Sotomayor, J., dissenting from denial of cert.) (“Alabama judges, who are elected in partisan proceedings, appear to have succumbed to electoral pressures [to impose the death penalty].”) (citing Symposium, Politics and the Death Penalty: Can Rational Discourse and Due Process Survive the Perceived Political Pressure? 21 Fordham Urb. L.J. 239, 256 (1994) (comments of Bryan Stevenson) (concluding, based on “a mini-multiple regression analysis of how the death penalty is applied and how override is applied, [that] there is a statistically significant correlation between judicial override and election years in most of the counties where these overrides take place”)); Equal Justice Initiative, The Death Penalty in Alabama: Judge Override 16 (July 2011), http://eji.org/sites/default/files/death-penalty-in-alabama-judge-override.pdf (observing that the proportion of death sentences imposed by override in Alabama is elevated in election years).

The “judges are not representatives” rationale of Wells, if ever supportable on its own merits, has been further undermined by Chisom v. Roemer, discussed above, in which the Supreme Court interpreted the word “representatives” in the 1983 VRA Section 2 amendments to extend to state supreme court justices. Justice Stevens’ opinion for the Court ranged more widely than merely interpreting the VRA amendments when considering the meaning of the critical word “representatives,” arguing:

[If] executive officers, such as prosecutors, sheriffs . . . and state treasurers, can be considered “representatives” simply because they are chosen by popular election, then the same reasoning should apply to elected judges. . . . The fundamental tension between the ideal character of the judicial office and the real world of electoral politics cannot be resolved by crediting judges with total indifference to the popular will while simultaneously requiring them to run for elected office.

While the Court expressly cabined its holding to the scope of the coverage of Section 2 of the VRA as amended in 1982, the Court’s reasoning seems to undermine one of the two central justifications for exempting judges from equipopulation.

If judges truly are representatives for the purposes of the VRA, in what justifiable way can this representative function be distinguished from the representative function of other elected officials embraced in Hadley and similar cases? The Chisom majority’s only
answer to this objection\textsuperscript{263} was to note that it was possible to craft a standard to assess compliance with Section 2 without relying on equi-population.\textsuperscript{264} Moreover, the Court simply failed to explain how the “fundamental tension” between the role of supreme court judges as representatives and as impartial decision-makers could be helpfully mediated by exempting supreme court judicial districts from equi-population rules.

Subsequent cases have only deepened the dilemma. In the past three decades, the Court has held judges are “appointees on a policymaking level” for the purposes of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act,\textsuperscript{265} rejected judicial canons constricting judicial campaigning because American judges were “representatives,”\textsuperscript{266} and allowed judges to be selected like any candidate by a partisan nominating convention process since judges in that context were also representatives.\textsuperscript{267}

When a supreme court is elected by district so as to be “representative,” implicit in its structure is the idea that certain voters ought to have more power or less power in selecting its judges.\textsuperscript{268} Yet a supreme court affects the entire state, much as a legislature does. It seems appropriate in this situation to claim that:

[W]hen the representatives are malapportioned among the several districts within the political unit, then the voting strength of the individual citizens in these subdivisions is of unequal weight. It is the dilution of power in the vote of citizens situated in districts suffering from inadequate representation which brings into play to Equal Protection Clause.\textsuperscript{269}

If a judge is elected, it seems reasonable to declare that judges too “represent people, not trees or acres . . . elected by voters, not farms or cities or economic interests.”\textsuperscript{270} Likewise, there seems to be

\textsuperscript{263} Chisom, 501 U.S. at 415 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
\textsuperscript{264} Id. at 403 n.32 (majority opinion).
\textsuperscript{266} Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 784 (2002) (“This [is a] complete separation of the judiciary from . . . representative government . . . . It is not a true picture of the American system.”). See Pozen, supra note 233, at 316 n.208 (arguing White has undermined the rationale in Wells).
\textsuperscript{268} See John L. Warren III, Holding the Bench Accountable: Judges Qua Representatives, 6 WASH. U. JURIS. REV. 299, 304–05 (2014) (discussing representativeness theory relevant to state judges in greater depth).
\textsuperscript{269} Buchanan v. Rhodes, 249 F. Supp. 860, 865 (N.D. Ohio 1966) (offering argument relied upon and extensively quoted in Wells, nonetheless using this argument to reject an equipopulation demand, though of a trial court).
\textsuperscript{270} Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 562 (1964).
no good reason to treat state supreme court districts as at all different from a legislature’s districts in the context of claims made under the VRA: the concerns for judicial administration that may have force at the local level simply do not apply to state supreme courts.\footnote{See Harry Edwards, *The Effects of Collegiality on Judicial Decision-Making*, 151 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1639 (2003) (discussing the efficiencies involved in multi-member courts); P.V. Smith, Annotation, *Superintending Control Over Inferior Tribunals*, 112 A.L.R. 1351 (2014) (noting that at the state supreme court level, most single-justice practice relates to injunctions against inferior tribunals which occurs “only in extreme cases and under unusual circumstances”); accord Doyle, supra note 249. Of course, this claim applies only to the unique difficulties presented to VRA claims made against judicial districts—the existing challenges of Section 2 litigation would still apply to judicial districts just as they presently apply to all other kinds of electoral districts.}

The Court’s decision in *Williams-Yulee* further strengthens this conclusion by carefully balancing its declaration that “judges are not politicians”\footnote{Williams-Yulee v. Fla. Bar, 135 S. Ct. 1656, 1662 (2015) (emphasis added).} with its recognition that states are perfectly entitled to make judges dependent “on the public will”—i.e., a representative of the voters.\footnote{Id. at 1672–73 (citation omitted).} This representativeness is not in the sense of dealing in favors as much as it is ensuring dependency on popular opinion, without which an election is pointless. It is precisely this kind of nuance and subtlety that permits a jurisprudence that selectively applies constitutional equipopulation standards to some kinds of districted courts and not others, just as some kinds of campaign speech restrictions, like the direct solicitation ban in *Williams-Yulee*, survive First Amendment scrutiny and not others, like the ban on judicial candidate’s discussion of their position on judicial issues in *Republican Party of Minnesota v. White*.\footnote{Republican Party of Minn. v. White, 536 U.S. 765, 779–80 (2002).}

### B. Alternative Voting in Local Court Voting Rights Act Claims

As we’ve seen, the present regime has led to two problems in judicial districting at the local level: inequitable allocation of resources and effective immunity to the VRA. I do not here consider judicial recourse to resource misallocation; as discussed above, such a course of action involves deep and complex questions of the scope and limits of judicial power that lie beyond the scope of this article. Fortunately, the solution to the *judicial* districting problems currently interfering with proper enforcement of the VRA is relatively modest: embracing alternative vote systems—in particular, the single transferable vote.
Begin with the problem. The specific challenge presented by judicial districting is at the remedy stage: the vicissitudes of the Gingles framework otherwise impose themselves equally on both judicial and legislative districts.\textsuperscript{275} That remedy problem is simple. No court will ever accept a districting approach for lower courts that does not incorporate caseload considerations. Yet caseload is a tricky thing to measure. Caseload has an indirect and nonlinear relationship to population in a given jurisdiction,\textsuperscript{276} with the current economic climate,\textsuperscript{277} status as "judicial hell-hole,"\textsuperscript{278} local propensity for driving while drunk,\textsuperscript{279} and structure of court system\textsuperscript{280} all playing an appreciable role. Moreover, caseload is itself only a crude measure of the actual burdens on a court.\textsuperscript{281}

\textsuperscript{275} See Nicholas O. Stephanopoulos, The South After Shelby County, 2013 Sup. Ct. Rev. 55, 57 (2013) (finding that Section 2 is worse than Section 5 at stopping redistricting that breaks up districts in which minority voters are numerous enough to elect their preferred candidates, but it’s better at blocking voting restrictions than is commonly realized). See generally Katz et al., supra note 185, at 737–55 (listing all cases decided under Section 2 and the particular problems presented therein).


\textsuperscript{279} See Automobile Association of America, DUI Justice Link: Caseloads (Jul 1, 2014), http://duijusticelink.aaa.com/issues/procedures/caseloads ("The rate of DUI cases results in heavier caseloads, forcing the judges and prosecutors to spend less time on each case.").


\textsuperscript{281} See generally Caseflow and Workflow Management, Nat’l Ctr. for St. Cts., http://www.ncsc.org/Services-and-Experts/ Areas-of-expertise/Caseflow-and-Workflow-management.aspx (last visited Nov. 11, 2016) (listing a plethora of studies and services relating to the calculation of caseload and the appropriate allocation of judi-
The problem for VRA advocates, then, arises when the new lines necessary to remedy the racial impact of the present districts are lines that imbalance, or could imbalance, court caseload. Faced with so many unknowns affecting caseload, the presence of caseload as a compelling state interest essentially shifts the burden of proving that caseload would be adequately addressed under the new lines to the litigants. This is a burden that litigants usually cannot surmount.\textsuperscript{282} The solution is to take the lines out of the remedy. Assuming the lines drawn create districts that “swamp” black voters with white ones, we can address racially disparate impact by replacing the existing voting system within the existing (presumably caseload-acceptable) districts with the single transferrable vote, the cumulative vote, or another method of proportional representation.

There has been extensive discussion of the merits of alternative or proportional voting systems in connection with legislative districting,\textsuperscript{283} especially since the Supreme Court in \textit{Shaw v. Reno}\textsuperscript{284} invalidated districting lines that “rationally could not be understood as anything other than effort to separate voters into different districts on the basis of race.”\textsuperscript{285} Quite apart from widespread academic endorsement of voting systems for racially divided polities,\textsuperscript{286} both the single

\textsuperscript{282}. See supra Part III.C.


\textsuperscript{284}. 509 U.S. 630 (1993).

\textsuperscript{285}. Id. at 649.

transferrable vote (which essentially selects the most preferred candidates of the entire voting population rather than the majority) and cumulative voting (where voters have multiple votes they can distribute amongst candidates as they think fit) have received more or less uniform judicial approbation\(^{287}\) and scholarly approval\(^{288}\) whenever they have been implemented to address VRA violations.

Setting aside the usual arguments for and against cumulative voting or other methods of plural voting, there have been only two serious judicial attacks on such a system for judicial elections. The first was launched by the Sixth Circuit, which found in *Cousin v. Sundquist*\(^{289}\) that mandating proportional representation as a remedy to racially gerrymandered districts would run afoul of the prohibition on proportional representation contained in Section 2.\(^ {290}\) Yet as even the court in *Cousin* noted shortly after making this argument, “under the district court’s mandated system of cumulative voting, proportional representation . . . is not assured.”\(^ {291}\) Either cumulative voting is proportional, in which case it might be problematic, or it is not. It cannot, as the Sixth Circuit seems to read it, be both.

Indeed, the notion that cumulative voting or the single transferrable vote would lead to the creation of a system that represents a racial group in proportion to its share of the population lacks strong empirical support. This is because, as Pamela Karlan recognized, the

---


\(^{289}\) 145 F.3d 818, 829 (6th Cir. 1998).

\(^{290}\) 52 U.S.C. § 10301(b) (1982) (“*Provided, that nothing in this section establishes a right to have members of a protected class elected in numbers equal to their proportion in the population.*”).

\(^{291}\) *Cousin*, 145 F.3d at 830.
‘exclusion threshold’ in a given district may well be below or above the minority’s proportion of the population. The point of all forms of proportional representation under serious consideration in the United States is they permit the specification of preferences after the first preference, thus providing a potent incentive to create precisely the kind of coalitions that cut across racial and ethnic lines that the Supreme Court among others has yearned for in Shaw.

But these arguments detained neither the Sixth nor Eleventh Circuit for long. Instead, it is clear that the chief reluctance of both courts to sanction cumulative or other forms of plural voting was their view that cumulative voting would make judicial elections more like elections. They would “dampen lawyer interest in a judicial career” and require endless campaigning for re-election on the part of judicial candidates. In other words, and not without cause, these two courts are arguing not merely against cumulative voting but against the very notion of free and democratic elections for judges.

This won’t do. If the state chooses to specify popular election for its judges—when that popular election is already leading precisely to all the harms the courts describe cumulative voting as introducing—it cannot be permitted to do so in a racially discriminatory fashion merely because the remedy to that discrimination ensures the

292. Karlan, supra note 288, at 222.
293. See generally DONALD HOROWITZ, ETHNIC GROUPS IN CONFLICT (1991) (offering perhaps the seminal account of the ‘vote-pooling’ advantages of preferential systems).
296. Nipper, 39 F.3d at 1546.
297. See, e.g., Jennifer Jensen & Wendy Martinek, The Effects of Race and Gender on the Judicial Ambitions of State Trial Court Judges, 62 POL. RES. Q. 379, 386 (2009) (“[P]erhaps those who are most ambitious have distaste for the political aspect of their positions and career goals, even if they realize that they must contend with these aspects. In other words, they might want to move up in a judicial career but hate the politics involved.”); BANNON & REAGAN, supra note 4 (describing pressures leading judges to start fundraising ever earlier in the cycle, signaling perpetual campaigning). Collegiality is a tricky thing to measure, but it seems fairly plain that collegiality problems are pretty evenly distributed across appointed and elected judiciaries. See, e.g., Letter from Chief Justice Howard Taft to Helen Taft Manning (June 11, 1923) quoted in ALPHEUS THOMAS MASON, WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT: CHIEF JUSTICE 215–17 (1964) (describing Justice McReynolds, one of the Supreme Court’s most delightful members, as “selfish to the last degree, . . . fuller of prejudice than any man I have ever known, . . . one who delights in making others uncomfortable. He has no sense of duty. . . . really seems to have less of a loyal spirit to the Court than anybody . . . the most irresponsible member of the Court . . . [i]n the absence of McReynolds everything went smoothly.”).
Nipper v. Smith, 39 F.3d 1494, 1546 (11th Cir. 1994).
election is more representative. As the Supreme Court itself explained, albeit in the First Amendment context:

That opposition [to judicial elections and the negative effects flowing therefrom] may be well taken (it certainly had the support of the Founders of the Federal Government), but . . . [i]f the State chooses to tap the energy and the legitimizing power of the democratic process, it must accord the participants in that process . . . the [Constitutional] rights that attach to their roles.298

These arguments would be far less of a problem if courts did not conceive, as both Circuits did, of judicial elections as being binary in their approach to the law of democracy. We can easily say that judicial elections have special considerations without then moving to simply throw out any VRA challenge to its districting scheme. That multi-member districts would “require judicial colleagues to run against each other,” undermining “that treasured institution of judicial collegiality”299 might be a militating concern that must be addressed at the remedy stage rather than an absolute bar to remedy. Causation and correlation are difficult to disentangle here. The prospect of a competitive election can bring incumbents together,300 while elsewhere the absence of competitive elections does not prevent contention.301 Indeed, the Sixth Circuit, an unelected body, is itself something of an expert on the causes and effects of judicial infighting.302

The right response to these countervailing considerations is the response taken by the Supreme Court in Williams-Yulee or the lower court in Martin v. Allain: give the countervailing judiciary-specific considerations their due weight, but do so in the context of a demo-

300. See BANNON & REAGAN, supra note 4, at 28–30 (describing collaboration amongst Florida Supreme Court justices each targeted for removal by the state Republican party).
301. See Crocker Stephenson et al., Justices’ Feud Gets Physical, MILWAUKEE JOUR- NAL-SENTINEL (June 25, 2011), http://www.jsonline.com/news/statepolitics/1245460 64.html (“Supreme Court Justice Ann Walsh Bradley late Saturday accused fellow Justice David Prosser of putting her in a chokehold during a dispute in her office earlier this month. ‘The facts are that I was demanding that he get out of my office and he put his hands around my neck in anger in a chokehold,’ Bradley told the Journal Sentinel.”).
302. See Peacock, supra note 299 (laying out court’s extensive experience in this area).
JUDGES ARE (NOT?) POLITICIANS

A democratic election that receives a very high level of due process, equal protection, and First Amendment protection. These considerations point in the direction of carefully, sensibly crafted plural voting schemes. Courts should be more willing to give them a try.

C. Barriers to Judicial Malapportionment under State Law

The litigation outcomes I have described—the limited return of equipopulation either by an attack on Wells as applied to state supreme courts or under specific state constitutional provisions and a tweak to the remedies available under the VRA—have one thing in common: they rely on courts. But durable solutions almost certainly require action by the political branches of the states. This is especially so in this area, which as we have seen is fraught with judicially-crafted exemptions to doctrines and statutes.

Indeed, were the Supreme Court to repudiate Wells v. Edwards, and were lower courts willing to properly enforce the VRA against judicial districts, the impact on state courts may well still be limited. Geography, caseload, and possibly the “representativeness” identified in voting dilution litigation as well as compliance with the VRA are all “rational” deviations from equipopulation or racial equality that would likely permit states to enact even larger deviations.

More to the point, it is likely that only by legislative or state constitutional action that resource-provision inequities of uneven judicial districting (to the extent that they exist) can be redressed; the use of the judicial power to remedy these “service-provision” suits is fraught with nigh-insurmountable difficulties. Fortunately, whatever their legal deficits, service-provision suits rest on deeply common-sense principles: it is unreasonable to permit judges in some areas to have very low caseloads while forcing others to have unduly burdensome ones. Fairly distributing caseloads across state judicial


306. See supra Part II.C.
systems is embraced as a matter of principle and practice across many jurisdictions, especially those that have chosen to move to an integrated judicial system.\textsuperscript{307}

Beyond lower court caseload equalization, the preceding sections point towards an outline of best practice. Just as we have seen that judicial districting should, in many instances, be bound by the same constitutional rules as legislative districting, many of the arguments for independent legislative redistricting commissions apply with the same force to judicial district adjustment.\textsuperscript{308} Indeed, retired judges—which seem to be America’s go-to group when it seeks above-the-fray mediators—would be especially suited for the role of judicial district adjusters, since they would be experts in the relative caseload and geographic considerations at issue.\textsuperscript{309} Such commissions can be easily

\textsuperscript{307} See Nat’l Ctr. for State Cts., Principles of Judicial Administration (2012), http://www.ncsc.org/-/media/Files/PDF/Information%20and%20Resources/Budget%20Resource%20Center/Judicial%20Administration%20Report%209-20-12.ashx (“Principle 5: The court system should be organized to minimize the complexities and redundancies in court structures and personnel. Principle 6: Court leadership should allocate resources throughout the state or local court system to provide an efficient balance of workload among judicial officers and court staff.”); see, e.g., Neb. Const. art. V, § 12 (“The Legislature may provide that any judge of the district court who has retired may be called upon for temporary duty by the Supreme Court.”); Neb. Rev. Stat. § 24-303 (West 2009) (“The Supreme Court may order the assignment of judges of the district court to other districts whenever it shall appear that their services are needed to relieve a congested calendar or to adjust judicial case loads, or on account of the disqualification, absence, disability, or death of a judge, or for other adequate cause.”). See generally Court Unification: State Links, Nat’l Ctr. for St. Cts., http://www.ncsc.org/Topics/Court-Management/Court-Unification/State-Links.aspx?cat=State%20Resources%20for%20Court%20Unification (last visited Nov. 11, 2016) (presenting state-by-state analysis of motivations for unification and implications for equalizing caseload distribution).


\textsuperscript{309} See, e.g., Wis. Stat. Ann. § 15.61 (West 2016) (providing for a six-person government accountability board that supervises elections, consisting entirely of retired judges); Betts, supra note 308, at 198–99 (“It would be difficult to argue that a person of any other profession or position would be more apt to conduct redistricting than judges.”); Nicholas D. Mosich, Judging the Three-Judge Panel: An Evaluation of California’s Proposed Redistricting Commission, 79 S. Cal. L. Rev. 165, 211 (2005) (discussing the benefits of judicial panels in contrast to other forms of redistricting commission); Model State Redistricting Reform Criteria, FairVote, http://www.fairvote.org/redistricting#model_state_redistricting_reform_criteria (last visited Nov. 11, 2014) (describing a model commission as one including retired judges).
created as auxiliaries of existing judicial councils and conferences. 310 Likewise, redistricting principles should be legislatively or constitutionally entrenched, including objective analysis of relative caseloads, compactness, nondiscrimination, and rough equipopulation. 311 Such entrenchment both provides a measure by which we can assess the work of an independent redistricting commission and helps those commissions come to a consensus on district lines by helpfully structuring internal deliberations.

This legislative solution to problems of judicial districting is a bare sketch. In particular, while it seems uncontroversial to assume that objective criteria could be developed to govern the division of lower-court districts, the representative nature of state supreme courts (as discussed above) make such an exercise fraught with some of the same difficulties as legislative districting. 312 Yet such an objection points towards at least institutionally independent structures, even if those structures will be required to make principled judgments not capable of nice objective verification, since doing so would at least enhance the representativeness and independence of an elected judiciary.

CONCLUSION

Much of the commentary on Williams-Yulee has revolved around its implications for the First Amendment and campaign finance jurisprudence. 313 I hope that I have shown that the implications of the decision lie also in places deeper and more obscure than the campaign finance debate. Indeed, we can see Williams-Yulee as a truly revolutionary decision only when we view it in the context of judicial districting decisions, where it becomes apparent that the decision has


311. See, e.g., Miss. Const. art. VI, § 152 (requiring the legislature to define “certain criteria by which the number of judges in each district shall be determined, such criteria to be based on population, the number of cases filed and other appropriate data”). See generally Budget Resource Center: Analysis & Strategy, Nat’l Ctr. for St. Cts., http://www.ncsc.org/Information-and-Resources/Budget-Resource-Center/Analysis_Strategy.aspx (last visited Oct. 11, 2016) (describing in detail various principles of allocation by which misallocated judges can be effectively reassigned).

312. See Vieth v. Jubelirer, 541 U.S. 267, 358 (2004) (Breyer, J., dissenting) (“[P]olitical considerations will likely play an important, and proper, role in the drawing of district boundaries.”).

finally forced the Supreme Court out of the binary that treats judicial elections as either identical to or alien to legislative elections.

With *Williams-Yulee* and its invitation for more sophisticated treatment of judicial elections in hand, policymakers have been presented with a rare opportunity: legal prophylaxis. Judicial districting is a systemic weakness in our present democratic system that, while presently confined to a few states and localities, is nonetheless corrosive to core principles of our nation’s democracy. But it can be addressed if policymakers strike now. The filibuster—another ancient parliamentary peculiarity now deployed with devastating force on both sides of the aisle to frustrate any legislation whatsoever—would have been easy to restrain had such an effort been attempted in 1805 when its potential for abuse was not well understood.314 Likewise, partisan legislative gerrymandering is now so fixed a part of our political scene that neither party will willingly give it up.315 Judicial districts, for now, lie beyond the maelstrom of partisan mutually assured destruction. Swift, decisive action ensures that at the very least the gerrymandering line can be drawn at legislative districts: this far and no further.

One might well respond: if districts for judicial elections lack democratic protections and can be put to harmful abuse, why not simply abolish judicial elections altogether? A single reason stands out above all: voters simply do not want to give up their ability to elect judges.316 The Supreme Court has declared that “the Constitution permits states to make a different choice” and adopt judicial elections; it


315. See Jamin B. Raskin, *Nonrepresentational Line-Drawing and the Universal Representational Imperative: Why Judges Should Replace Gerrymandering with Proportional Representation*, 30 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 51, 55 (2012) (“And so, across the country, the race between the parties to nail down every last congressional seat accelerates, with controlling parties seeking to pack as many rivals as they can into a handful of districts while locking in a ten-year advantage in all the others. No state legislative caucus will “unilaterally disarm,” as the politicians say in the cloakroom . . . .”); accord Adam B. Cox, *Partisan Gerrymandering and Disaggregated Redistricting*, 2004 SUP. CT. REV. 409, 450 (2004) (arguing state-by-state reform of redistricting creates heterogeneity that might lead to nationally suboptimal results).

is not abolishing them any time soon.\textsuperscript{317} Whatever one thinks of the merits of judicial elections, then, we are stuck with them. This being the case, courts should turn their attention to judicial districting and similar mechanisms of judicial elections, imposing the same protections to which we have become accustomed for all other elected bodies, so we can make the best of the hand we’re dealt.
